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Editors' Note:
As you may have noticed, Aldebaran has considerably more student
poems and stories than in previous issues. While we intend to keep the
magazine open to the many national and international contrIbutors who
have supported us in the past. we are strongly encouraging student
submissions from Roger Williams University and outside colleges and
uniVersities as well.
Students of Roger Williams University who submitted manuscripts
for consideration were asked to do so anonymously in order to keep the
selection process impartial.
Another addition to the magazine is the appearance of our Staff
Feature section. All staff submissions were handed in_anonymously, and
the staff member who wrote the piece excluded him/herself from the
selection process.
We would like to take this time to thank people who have made this
issue possible through their contributions:

William O'Connell- for time. effort and financial contributions. and
always being ready to listen to the latest batch of problems.
Will Ayton, Raymond Buttero, Natalia deRezendes, and Joan Roth
for providing a place for us to put this magazine together.
The Creative Writing Faculty of RWU- for your support and time in
finding us an office and encouraging student submissions.
Dana Melchar and the Student Senate of RWU- for your financial
support.
Rene F. Cardenas. Ed.D.- for financial support.
Joan Payne Kincald- for finanCial and moral support.
The 1992-1993 staff- for your time, dedication and effort.
Thank you,
Nancy K. Gabriel

Debra L. Malewicki

Managing Editor

Managing Editor

We hope you enjoy the 1992-1993 issue of Aldebaran!
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Welcome to the Fall 1992 and Spring 1993 Issue of Aldebaran
Uterary magazine!

Aldebaran is a student-run literary magazine. The magazine
was created in 1971 and has been publishing issues semi-annually
and annually for the past twenty-one years. Aldebaran publishes
both fiction and poetry. in traditional. contemporary and experimen
tal forms; we are receptive to nearly all styles and topics. In the future,
we would like to see more diversity in our magazine, and would like
to encourage writers ofall genres. from fantasy to dark fiction, science
fiction, comedy. horror. drama. as well as classical and contemporary
fiction and poetry, to submit their work. We are particularly
interested in reviewing student submissions.
Our gUidelines are as follows, and should be strictly adhered
to:
1. No submissions will be accepted without an
accompanying stamped (please check that the postage is
correct) and self-addressed return envelope.
2. All submissions should be addressed to:

Aldebaran
Roger Williams University
1 Old Ferry Road
Bristol. RI
02809
3. Poetry submissions should be limited to 5 poems each;
anymore and the submission will be returned unread.
4. Fiction must be no longer than 3.500 words (there is
a 100 word leeway on this. any longer and the manuscript
will be returned unread).
5. Simultaneous submissions will not be considered.
Please do not waste our time or your money.
6. All submissions must be typed. Computer printouts are
acceptable as long as they are legible. Fiction submissions
must be double-spaced. Poetry submissions may be either
single or double-spaced.

Aldebaran 1
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7. Response time is generally 6 to 12 weeks, however, your
patience is appreciated due to the fact that many ofthe editors
are students.
8. Deadlines are August 15th. to October 15th. for the
first issue. and January 15th. to March 15th. for the second.
The magazine is digest-sized, approximately 50 to 100 pages, side
stapled or perfect bound; art work orphotography is used on the cover
and may be submitted (we do not pay for either other than in 2 copies
of the issue in whichthe work appears). The price per issue is $5.. a
one year subscription is $10. Past editions are available for $5.
Postage is included in these prices. Please do not send s.a.s.e.s with
your request. Prospective contributors are stronly encouraged to
purchase a recent edition of the magazine.
Payment for acceptances are two free copies of the issue in which the
work appears. We do not buy work. All copryrtghts revert to the
author upon publication of the work.
Sincerely.
The Staff of Aldbaran

Aldebaran 2
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Secretary:
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A Soldler's Son
I had the fine smell of the ocean on me when I learned my father died.
Of all our deaths his was the least military. He choked on his food at a

roadside diner, fell to his knees in front of strangers. died without saying a
word. He once told me that when his time came he neededjust a split second
to set his face. At the wake he looked good-strong, his jaw set and even.
A coroner's trick. maybe, but I wouldn't bet on it.
Dad was an anny man, a veteran of the Korean war. For three years
he fought the Chinese and the North Koreans, refUSing leave or promotion.
humping it over Asian hills while Mom raised my brother at home. In Pusan.
Taejon, and Seoul, along the Manchurian border, he charged and shot and
staggered. one of a legion of Americans who signed over their lives to the US
government. and General Douglas MacArthur.
Twice he caught bullets. each in the shoulder. neither enough to
send him stateside. In 1953 he stood at attention while news of the armistice
came over the radio. neither understanding nor caring for the details.
knowing only for him this war was over, and it was time to go home.
I never asked my father about the war and he never spoke of it. What
I know of his exploits I learned from old Army buddies, from news clippings,
from the citations that accompany the medals that rest in our den.
Dad was a soldier's soldier, a war hero in the true sense of the term.
He led under-manned regiments through enemy fire. carried a wounded
soldier through a minefield. manned a radiO post through a five hour mortar
barrage, his only witness the angry sun, and whatever God looked down on
Korea in those days. He proved himself on the one proving ground no man
will ever question, and SUrvived a war that claimed two million lives, forty
thousand of them American.
I wasn't born until 1963. My father's ten year wait was his sole
concession to that war. I look too hard for reasons. maybe, but I figure he
was starving the death from his system.
My early memories are physical ones. Dad taught me young how to
figh t for foul balls, muscle through a head cold. take the ball hard to the hoop
and put it up strong. I remember the magic, the freedom, of Friday
afternoons in spring, playing baseball behind the school, knowing that after
one inning would come another, and another. and another still. and only
when the sun died on our game would we quit. running home to dinner.
family. a soft bed. and the promise of more ball tomorrow.
Not even childhood's that simple. of course. War was born into our
family. and would have its day.
My father's uncle and brother were killed in battle, one in each of the
Great Wars. His uncle was killed in France, shot dead at St. Mihiel. Four
months later a ship bore home his coffin. He was laid to rest in our family
plot. where I stood 53 years later and learned the fate of his nephew.
Everyyearwe walked three miles to say prayers and lay flowers at the
graves of our family's fighting men. In 1970,just past my seventh birthday,
as my brother prepared for Vietnam. asAmerican dead streamed back to this
Aldebaran 6
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country, Dad asked what I knew ofhts brother's death. My chUd's mind held
a single image-a plane blasted out ofthe sky. Dad set me straight. Uncle
David died face down in the officer's latrine, victim of a German bombing
raid. The Luftwaffe swept in at dawn and were gone in three minutes,leavlng
the French and Amertcans to sort out the dead. I won't forget Dad's words:
"War's no boardgame son."
Portraits of our fallen soldiers watched over our famUy from the
mantelpiece. For six years I saluted them each night before bed. In our house
there was no forgetting.
My brotherwas due to land in Vietnam the summer of 1970. Agatnst
Dad's wishes he'd gone to college, planning to hit the war an officer. Young
as I was, I knew of this war. Dad made sure of that.
Long before this nation woke up, my father saw Vietnam coming.
With the instincts of a foot soldier he saw past the rhetortc, felt the grtm
stirring inside him. In the early sixties he stood at Amertcan Legion
meetings, high school graduations, before state legtslatures, and finally in
Congress, speaking out in favor of war. He said Amertca was a country in
need of a war. We had the fat body of a lazy adolescent, and only puntshment
and sacrifice would harden us. Countrtes shed their boyhood in war, he
said, and stand among the nations as men. I think, too, that when Dad spoke
ofhts country, he thought ofhis oldest son. Kirk and Amertca would reach
manhood together.
But Kirk never made it to Vietnam. He was killed in Fort Polk,
Loutsiana, crushed beneath his jeep in a freak training accident. Three
months before he was to ship out, he became the first of our family's soldiers
to die on Amertcan soU.
The military sent a Colonel to break the news. Dad sat down hard,
I remember, and Mom dropped to her knees and crted into her hands. Army
men, some of whom selVed beside Dad, spoke at Kirk's funeral. He got his
rifle salute, and was burted beneath an Amertcan flag.
Within a year my parents were divorced. I was a kid then, nothing
made sense, but I understand now. Dad never had it in him to retreat. His
was a military mind, and hts thinking clear and hard. Kirkwas a soldier who
died for a war. The war remained and must be won. Dad's campaigning
never slowed, through the final years of Vietnam and beyond. When we
pulled out, he spoke bitterly of cowardice and betrayal.
HiS talk wore down my mother. Mom wasn't given to military
thinking; she wanted only to forget. Though a strong woman, after Kirk's
death she looked away and grew silent at the mention of war. Dad would sit
in the den for hours, surrounded by service rifles and old uniforms, whUe
Mom sat alone downstairs. Dad's war room, his patrtotlsm, hts 20 years of
military service were his solace. To Mom, they were reminders. After 23
years of marriage, she moved her things to the guest room.
Strangely. after the divorce it was my father who moved away. I
stayed. with my mother, in the house I had lived in all my life. Dad stayed
close by. solid as ever. Too tough to break down, or tum to the bottle, he

rema1ned a strong father to the end. He took me to naval yards, Air Force
bases, and war museums, showed me battleships, F-150s, the grave sites of
Aldebaran 7
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CMl War soldiers. He talked Amertcan combat history for hours, teaching
me ofthe men and machines that have fought this country's battles for over
200 years.
He spoke of my own future as a soldier, ofhow one day I'd pull on the
uniform that Kirk and he wore proudly before me. At my high school
graduation dad gave me a medallion I wear today. Inscribed, in silver, were
the words "'Think Simple But Move Hard." For when I saw action, he told me.
I spent my first summer after college by the ocean, working myse]f
into shape. Come fall I had to deCide about joining the service, and if I said
no there could be no give in my eyes. Walking from the water at dusk, Mom
met me on the sand and said Dad was dead.
I write this now because of all the things I never told my father. I write
because of the women 111 never speak to, and the parts of me that don't fit
together. Most of all, I write because of the graveyard the day of Dad's
funeral. I stood sad and proud, but that graveyard smelled of freedom.
Six moths later my mother and I made the three-mile walk again. On
the tombstone were the same words given to me five years earlier-"Think
Simple But Move Hard." Dad had arranged for the words to be inSCribed after
his burial. Standing up there, the winter sun fighting offthe evening, it was
as if the old man had reached up and cut the words in himself.
I won't be joining up. My war, ifl find the courage to fight it, will be
a private one, fought night and day in the mind's battlefield. The body and
spirtt as weapons, against the massed armies ofgunt, rage, and that old grim
sniper pain. One man's army, lifetime service, but a war at last worth
winning.
FrWlk Baldwin

Aldebaran 8
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Two-Dimensioaa18elf
Everything comes down to one score,
in one manila envelope, full of blank paper.

They don't know me.
They only see my handwrttIng.
I sit for hours wondering
what is it they want me to say?
what will make them happy?
what will make them like me?
Do they want to know
that I am insecure and afraid?
Would they care if they did?
I doubt it.
They want to know how much
money comes with me,
not who I am.
They only see me as a two-dimensional fonn,
not the three-dimensional body.
They only see a check next to
"white, non-HispaniC," femalenot the person inside the body.
Aren't they judging a book by its
cover?
Do they know what their rejection could
do to me?
Do they care?
They don't ask what my favortte season is
or what music I like.
They don't ask about my dog,
my boyfrtend or my bestfrtend
all the things I am leaVing behind.
They only care about one test,
one test. four hours of my life.
They don't want to know that I
hate scary moVies or the thoughts
of war.
How do they file me?
In the group of females,
in alphabetical order,
or will they just throw me away?
I'm a great person,
but they don't care!
They don't see me for what I
really am!
Paula Beauchafn

Aldebaran 9
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A Never-Endlng Battle

The brook slowly
tI1ckles by hISSIng a
song and ticklIng the
shore. weaVing in and
out and around and
around. You can hear
the bubbles popping.
The sun leaves a golden
halo above the trees.
And the moon struggles
to take over, to
domInate the twll1ght
sky. The sun wraps its
golden rays around
everything in sight.
struggling to keep its
last hold before It fades
away. trying to grasp
onto Its last breath of
life before It dies. The bIrds
chIrp back and forth
although It is faintly heard
over the brook.
A white butterfly
appears like an angel
out of nowhere.
Look twice and It is
gone.
The flies dance In the alr
playing tag.
The sky Is a dull blue
slowly turning pink and
then black. The pale white
moon is winning.
One bird flles overhead
looking for a final place
to land.
The air is warm, slowly
becoming cool and chilly.
The kids go in for the
evening, their screams
of JOY washed away on the
wind. The snow
now relaxes making It
through one more day.

The trees uneasily.
Aldebaran 10
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lost without their sun,
to warm their budding babies.
The moon is becom:1ng
stronger and the sun is
almost gone. Everything
stops for one brief
moment to kiss the sun
goodnight, it is gone
until the next day.
When it starts
allover again,
a never-ending battle.
Paula Beauchatn

Fantasy and the Failure of C.S. Lewis
there is a town
in West Virginia
(somewhere I have never been)
where adults lie stumped
and child run-stump
amongst ciVil war battlefields
where the cries of departed
shrapnel and guttings can be heard
amongst the balls of earthworms,
and when the winter snow
melts the ground slowly bleeds
true-red into an obscure river.
there are forlorn mining shafts
labeled dangerous and a magnet
for scoldings, but children with
fantasy hearts explore ax-wedged
walls for portals to another
world or time that they have read
about in so many
brightly-paperbacked novels.
the sense of adventure
is a silent religion
of smiles here, and the
children growing elderly sense
no need to escape to our world
of momentary joys keeping our lives from
drooping completely into the cancerous fate
of emotionally driven paralysis.
BrtanBoies
Published by DOCS@RWU, 1992
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strolling From the Dell, Grocery-Laden

There is this new generation
rising among us
without the will to love:
psychologists argue the pattern
of life's incapable intellectualizations,
educators argue lack of moral courage;
I have walked among the garden idols,
seen my leaders tricked into the marriage
of admitted deviancy and failed nerve.
Still, the plaster statue-sellers cry
"what is wrong, what is wrong?"
as our youth continue to die, daily.
There are partIes to attend:
we blame them their dying
as we stroll home arm and arm full
excited over the boiling of lobster,
the sweet interior of cracked claws,
the spicy artichoke leaves,
the musky scent of Chianti
freshening across the maple lowboy.
Sean Brendan Brown

The Welcoming Committee
Bruce and I had gone over
the mountain to Santa Rita,
a meager gathering of huts
scattered through the steep vee
of a river course north of EI Carmen.
We brought rations but the folk
Insisted on a fiesta, cooking rice and bananas,
sacrificing someone's scrawny pet chicken.
A couple of groups sang for us,
camped out under the only corrugated buildIng,
afraId to step into the dark hole of the night.
We stayed three days organizing
campesinos while Padre Duque married
and baptised them, and sermonized
about the blood of the Lamb.
Bruce and I spoke about committees
and work tasks and the way of united effort.
Aldebaran 12
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The third day someone poInted out the fellow
slinking in the midst of the gathering.
tasting spicy scarce food, nodding solemnly
at the voId between he and the crowd,
a representative of the bandit gang
which ruled from above the plateau,
and now down to spy on everyone
and Bruce thought it was nice
to be noticed and I thought
of vultures seeking air that rises
and flesh which falls.
Rene F. Cardenas

The Gift of Life

The Man-

I wish to dIe, I wish to die
Said the man below the sky.
My future is dead, why can't I win?
o my Lord I'm full of sin.

God-

My Lord replied within His grace
"Why can't you win wIthIn your pace?
You must go slow not too fast
Remember the life within your past."

Man

o my Lord, my past is done
I cannot see what I have won.
May this day come and go
So that I may die so very slow.

God-

Slow Is that in which you take,
You go tooG fast and you will break.
Lay you son, back on the ground
For when you hear this precious sound,
You would have won your most precious crown
The gift of life.

Steven J. cardoso
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Jailed
To guard
Is to be as much the prisoner
Of the one you hold
In prison
As your prisoner is
Of you
To hold another hostage
Requires your own imprisonment
Eddena Christian
ForBany

Your cherubic face in homeroom.
the brightly colored madras shirt.
your dark hair sUcked back.
clear blue eyes. tanned arms folded.
resting on the desktop.
I would recall nothing of you
if Mother hadn't sent the cUpping.
Now. at unexpected moments, I ask.
were you felled instantly by a mine walking
in rain-drenched elephant grass
on your very first night patrol?
Did you die a veteran gasping. hand held
by a medic. victim of a mortar round
in late afternoon, just after a routine zippo raid?
Did you die a virgin. in the arms of a Saigon bargIrl?
Were you the one who wrote "Home is where you dig it"
on a placard next to a trench in Khe Sanh.
reminiscent of your best in the school paper?
As you turned your rifle toward some movement

in the trees beyond the paddy, did you think of me.
or homeroom. or throwing spitballs at each other
when Mr. Dtaco turned to face the blackboard?
William E. Cooper

Aldebaran 14
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OvId in Exile Receives News of the Death of the Emperor Augustus
I read the letter twice, Willing my heart
to stop racing Uke a runaway chariot.
"This means hope!" I wanted to shout,
but refrained, seeing Luka's startled face.
Immediately, however, I was transported
back to my villa, murmuring to my w1fe
the Latin I've not heard in ten years
though I force my son to conjugate verbs
when he longs to hunt rabbits like a wolf.
I opened my eyes and was deposited back
in this vile hut at the Empire's haunch,
Luka holding my hand to her belly,
where a second seed waits to blossom.
To her, this dungheap's the gods' boudoir
compared to her and her mother's wanderings,
selling themselves for mouldy crusts
after their village was overrun by Scythtans.
But why should I believe the story
her mother told to win my pity,
knowing the day would come for my release?
Perhaps the boy, more savage than Roman,
is not even mine: another misty ploy
to keep me here now that amnesty's
lighthouse may perhaps be lit for me.
I fool not even myself:
Tiberius will no more listen
to entreaties than Augustus did.
And things have changed between DrusUla and me:
she with her charioteers and gladiators.
I with this illiterate wench
Drusilla has never forgiven me for loving,
for the wild boy Luka's womb has given me,
a second child ripening inside her,
to tether me more securely than the anchor
fashioned for the Emperor's flagship.
Robert Cooperman
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Channel Unchanged
Estate settled.
I received the final package,
all that remained of the man
who beat my father,
who in turn was beaten by his father
who in turn was beaten by his
and his and his
and so on
and so on.
There was a leather case
with ancient cufflinks
one Pair with bold block letters
screaming "Martne
and tarnished tie clipsa tiny, gold-plated trowel
sJgntfying the Guild of the Masons
and a broken watch.
Five to two...
W

-

He cried the last time I saw him.
He couldn't remember my name,
but was haunted by
how much I looked
like the child
he had once attacked
with an ac:ijustable wrench
for accidentally
breaking a bolt
while they worked on a car
in the driveway.
I remember not knowing
whether I should feel
disgust or pity.
I think I compromised
with myself
and felt a bit of both.

Aldebaran 161
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· .. and a hand-held radio
that crackled and whined
when I turned it on.
I heard a voice in Spanish
mtertng through the static
when I turned it off
and placed it back in the box,
channel unchanged.
Donald S. Deane

Scary Thln&s In the Dark

"Doug? Doug? you 'sleep?"
"Huh?"
"Doug, you wake?"
"What?"
"TIlere's a monster under my bed."
"What?"
"TIlere's a monster under my bed."
"TIlere's no monster, you little geek. Go to sleep."
"But there is a monster. I heard it move around. U might get me."
"No, it won't get you."
"I'm scared. Would you look? Please, Doug?"
"Ooooh! All right, you pain! There, you see! You happy! No
monsters, just your stupid 01' toys. "
"You sure? Sometimes they... they hide."
"I'm sure. Now let me go to sleep."
"Doug?"
Whaaaaaat?'"
"Did you hear mommy and daddy?"
"What?"
"TIley... they were fighting again. I heard them."
"Yeah, I know. Just go to sleep, okay?"
"TIley... they were yelling a lot. Why do they yell?"
"I don't know."
"TIley were really mad at each other, huh? They don't like each other
no more, huh?"
"I think they still like each other, Benny. U's just that sometimes
married people get on each other's nerves and they get mad at each other. "
"Oh. Like me?"
"Like you what?"
"Like I get on your nerves. You. , , you say I get on your nerves and
you yell at me, huh? Like mommy and daddy, huh?"
"Yeah. something like that,"
"But you stll1like me. huh?"
"Yeah, I guess so. I have to like you, you're my brother."
Aldebaran 17
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"But you got mad at me today, huh? You hit me."
"Because you colored in my school books."
"You took my cars."
"1bose were my cars'"
"Uh, uh! The red one's mine'"
"Okay, maybe the red one is yours. But the rest are mine."
"Yeah, the red one's mine."
"Don't take my stuff without asking, okay?"
"You 'member when... when Tommy tried to take my bike?"
"Yeah."
"He didn't ask, huh?"
"No, he didn't."
"And you beat him up, huh?"
"I didn't beat him up. 1pushed him and he fell down."
"And he cried, huh? He ... he went home and cried, huh? And he
told hIs mom, huh?"
"Yeah, and I got in trouble."
"But he can't have my bike, huh? Cause you pushed him down and
you're bigger."
"His brother tried to get me at school, but I kicked him in the nads. "
"You kicked him in the nads! Ha, ha, ha... That's funny'"
"Shhhl You'll wake up mom and dad."
"Shhh! We don't want to wake mom and dad, no, huh?"
"We'll get in trouble if they find out we're awake."
"Yeah, and you have to go to school 'morrow, huh?"
"Yeah, 1 have to go to school."
"Doug, do you think mommy and daddy wUl get vorst?"
"What?"
"Vorst. Bobby said his mommy and daddy got mad at each other and
vorst, then... then his daddy moved away."
"1bat's di-vorced."
"Dee-vorst. Bobby said sometimes when yourmommy and daddy get
dee-vorst, you have to go to ... or-fen-nages... and... and you have to eat
coldoatmeal and get beat a lot and... and work picking cotton and making
jeans."
"1bat's orphanage and they're not like that and we won't go and
Bobby is a retard."
"You think mommy and daddy will get dee-vorst?"
"I don't know Benny. I hope not."
"I heard stuff breaking in the kitchen. I hope they didn't break my
ninja turtle cup."
"Your nirya turtle cup is plastic, stupid. It won't break."
"It could, huh? WUl you buy me a new ninja turtle cup if it's broke?"
"Sure, Benny. Now go to sleep, okay?"
"Okay...... Doug?"
"What?"
"Who will we live with if mommy and daddy get vorst?"

"I don't know. Mom, I guess."
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"Will we see daddy still?"
"I think so. Probably."
"I don't want mommy and daddy to get vorst. Will we stay together?
You and me?"
"I don't know. 1 hope so."
"Yeah, me too. You chase the monsters away."
lbere are no monsters, stupid."
"Yeah. But I'm still scared"
"Me, too, Benny."
David W. Decherd
As Flre Approaches

tall pines still sing their cozy sound
while the noose tightens
terse moments being
a green Auschwitz scrawled up into
a graying sky 
but the attendant warden
can open no escape door. for their
earthy dungeon of years
has stolen freedom's feel ...
then the final gagging begins
in the solitary of their cells 
nature's magic now unavailable for
ramming it into reverse
for a chance of fleeing
as "goodbye"
becomes a whispered sigh
totally unnoticed
till the delayed rain arrives
JlmDeWitt

With No Rooks In Sight

the prolifiC chickweed distributed
across that fieldscape
has nothing to do with anything
so the skyglare of morning
leads you randomly to
stile #37 where
even less than nothing is happening
so you invent there
a purple explosion where
your father is seriously stunned into
being for many hours
Aldebaran 19
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shamed very sorry
for all the years' grief he has
given you ... then you mount the stile
to up-higher lock your eyes
onto the many buckets
of scattered sunlight being
suddenly sucked into the day's rise
just as if it's not
an old tradition ending
Jim DeWitt

Night

He began to hate the nighttime
As he laid in bed thoughts crept in at him

And physically tossed him
Different people came in the thoughts and spoke to him.
He spoke back in voices and words he had never heard before
He thought about women that he knew
They came to him
From three years ago
From yesterday
The thoughts bombarded him
And brought on new thoughts
And he really heard water dripping from the faucet.
He was lonely
And now there was no one
More thoughts invaded
He tried to concentrate on his breathing
Tried visuallzing the breath entering and leaving his body
Little clouds
He tried and couldn't concentrate fIghting with the thoughts.
(Well it was stupid anyway)
He couldn't lie still
He didn't know what he was thinking anymore.
There were too many thoughts
He could feel his head exploding
Visions dancing and racing through his head.
So he lay there awake.
Alone.
With his thoughts
Who weren't very good company
Looking at the dawn.
Thinking
Burning
Thinking
Thinking.
T.

Ducey
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76 Wood Avenue

when I drove the girls to our old apartment
they would not go in
because someone living there had died
a stranger's wake where we had lived
I joined the muffled crowd
as if I knew him well
in the white living room where
our speakers sat on the white woodwork
I remembered the week Sarah was born
our disc jockey friend played
the Brahms lullaby
his deep voice said this is for someone
who has never heard it before
I held her next to the speaker
on the white woodwork
after the next piece he announced
her full name as one of the ce1l1sts
it sounded so beautiful to me
Sarah StUes Edgerly
wandenng into our kitchen I found
sad strangers munching carrot sticks
where you and I drank wine
we steamed the labels off
and put them in a scrapbook
to remember which ones we liked
which ones tasted like red mildew
I walked to the bedroom
and looked out our window
next to where the waterbed sat on the floor
our thin orange bedspread
the spotted dog that barked in the yard
outside the girls hid behind the dashboard
of my rented car afraid they might be
recognized in that city
fifteen years after we left
eight years after the divorce
they had no idea how much I hoped
they would walk with me in those white rooms
Leonard S. Edgerly
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Myths of the MOOD

The moon
Egg of a flower blooms
Out of soft black tarmac
Single seed of magic
Beams down madness
Of neophyte desires and rages.
Night-flowering desires
Known only to initiates:
The sparkle in the eye of the lover
The kemelin the belly of the virgin
The memory of a kiss on the face of a hag
Child suckling swollen breast
(The moon's second self)
In thirst as crazed as once-remembered
Lovemaking
Had-once-virgin leans back her heavy head
remembers. remembers:
The joy of the moon's madness
The bite on the neck of the neophyte
The lie on the lips of the lover
The moon
The mask of the harlequin
The ven of maya
The face of the pharaoh
Set placid in gold sacaphagus
Hag cursed by night:
Where the heart itself like a clock keeps you prisoner
Where time. that great Medusa. turns hope to stone
Where tears cover the crease of a wrinkle In the face of a hag.
Mark Fitzpatrick
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What God Hath Joined Together, Let No Roof Put Asunder
JULY 14-This morning Carol came over for coffee. She asked where
Jimmy was.
"He's in the cellar," I said.
"What's he doing down there?" she demanded.
When I told her, she looked at me rather strangely. Doesn't her
husband ever go down to the cellar?
JULY 21- Tonight we were supposed to go to Ceil and Tom's to
celebrate their fifth wedding anniversary. When I told Ceil we couldn't make
it, she looked hurt. I was about to explain it wasn't anything personal but
decided against it. It would be much too complicated. Some people have a
hard time understanding these things.
JULY 28- While shopping in the Pathmark today, I ran smack into
Edith Williams and her little boy, Todd. He whined all through our
conversation. Edith seemed awfully depressed. Her face was yellow, and
her eyes had big puffy bags under them. I started to ask if there were
anything wrong, when suddenly right there in the middle o~ the fruit and
vegetable aisle she started crying. Told me Dave asked for a divorce. That
was a shock to me. She and Dave always seemed so happy. But who knows?
Appearances can be deceiving, as they say.
AUGUST 2- The dumbwaiter broke today. When I opened the door
around nine o'clock to see what Jimmy had written, I saw the carriage
dangling by one rope. I guess the other rope snapped while Jimmy was
sending up his morning messages. I called the repair service but couldn't
get through to them. The line was busy until ten. When I finally did speak
to a serviceman-he didn't sound too bright-he told me to forget about it.
"No way, lady, we're too booked up. Try us again in about a month." I told
him I couldn't wait that long. "Ah come on," he said, "You trying to tell me
your life depends upon a dumbwaiter?"
"No," I said, "but my marrIage does."
He was quiet for a while, but eventually he agreed to send someone
over by three o'clock.
Poor Jimmy was starved by then. All the while the repairman was
there he kept asking what Jimmy did in the cellar all day-as if it were his
bUSiness. When he left. I sent Jimmy down a roast beef sandwich and a
pickle. He sent back this poem.
Let me not to the marriage of true minds
Admit impediments. Love is not love
Which alters when it alteration finds,
Or bends with the remover to remove.
o no! it is an ever-fixed mark
That looks on tempests and is never shaken;
It is the star to every wandering bark
Aldebaran 23
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Whose worth's unknown, although his height be taken.
Now who would have ever thought of writing something like that
except my Jimmy? What a sweetheart! There aren't many men like him who
give their wives credit for having smart brains and good minds. Jimmy
knows me like a book. He knows once 1get my heart set on something there's
no changing me. Come hell or high water, 111 be true blue. Jimmy knows
that.
AUGUST 20- I think Jimmy is getting a bad cold. 1 heard him
sneezing and coughing all morning, and in his afternoon letter he asked for
some big white handkerchiefs. I sent those down with some vitamins and
a box of aspergum.
Tomorrow 1must remember to ask him if he thinks the dampness is
making him m.
AUGUST 22- Jimmy was stm coughing all day. 1 wonder if he has
the flu. His morning note didn't sound at all like him. "1be cellar is getting
on my nerves," he wrote. "I couldn't get any sleep with all the clacking ofyour
damn high-heels."
That certainly doesn't sound like my Jimmy. It must be his cold. He
never complained about things before.
AUGUST 25- It was one of those days. Jimmy's notes kept coming
non-stop. I couldn't get a thing done. First he complained about the strange
smell in the cellar. "Like Limburger cheese," he said. Then he bitched that
he hadn't seen the sun in ages. "I might as well be dead and bUried." Finally
he said that he was begtnntng to forget what 1 looked like.
Well, that did it. 1 wrote back: "O.K. Jimmy, 1guess it's time for a
change. Tomorrow we'll begin all over again. "
AUGUST 31- Long letters backand forth all day. SiX ofthem,in fact.
Something of a crisis. Time will tell.

SEPTEMBER 3- 1cleaned house most ofthe day. Straightening out
the medicine cabinet alone tookme over an hour. I could hearJimmymovtng
through the other rooms carrying his things up the backstairS and then
walking across the roof. It was so distracting, all that racket overhead, but
1didn't let on to Jimmy. He hates it when I nag.
SEPTEMBER 5- Jinmly is at last settled in his new home. 1 hope
this change does him a world of good. His first note sounded pretty cheerful.
He said his cold was almost gone and that he feels like a new man. If only
1could feel like a new woman. What does a new woman feel like, 1wonder?
Sometimes I think my Jimmy is a poet. The last few lines of hIs note
sounded like something right out of a book.
"I love to see the sun dying in the West as day
fades into night and people drift so very far
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away like ghosts in lost dreams."
How he ever came up with that, I'll never know, but I always said there was
more to Jimmy than what meets the eye.
SEPrEMBER 8- Some major changes for me now that Jimmy is in
his new home. I can no longer use the dumbwaiter for our messages, and
so communication is a bit of a problem. I never know when Jimmy feels like
talking or eating or whatever. Naturally it is much harder for me to walk up
the stairs with a heavy food tray than it was for me to simply haul it up on
the dumbwaiter shaft, but then again I guess every marriage has its
sacrifices. No sense complaining, as they say. The real problem is letting
Jimmy know that the food is outside once I get it up to the roof. If I knock,
there's a chance I'll still be there when he opens the door. However, ifljust
leave it, everything wUl get cold. and there's a chance the cat will get it. I
suppose if things got really out of hand we could set up a telephone on the
roof. but I think that's really asking for trouble.
We'll find a solution, I'm sure. I always said while there's a wUl,
there's a way.
SEPrEMBER 9- I think we solved the food problem. We decided that
I should knock three longs and two shorts when it's time to eat. Jimmy wUl
then wait five minutes before opening the door. This wUl give me plenty of
leeway to get back downstairs and into the kitchen.
SEPrEMBER24-Forthe last two weeks I've had trouble sleeping at
nJght. Just when I am about to drop off, I hear Jimmy moving around up
there. Last night he was singing! This has got to end. When he was in the
cellar, he was so quiet I forgot he was even there. Now there's no escaping
him. I don't want to tell him he's beginning to annoy the hell out of me
because I know how sensitive he is, but goddamn it, that constant racket up
there is driving me bananas. I don't know how my husband could be that
inconsiderate. Besides, he didn't write once today!
SEPTEMBER 25- Still no note from Jimmy. What the hell's wrong?
IfI didn't know beUer, I'd thinkhe had a girl up there. I wouldn't put anything
past the lying bastard.
SEPTEMBER 27- I was at the end of my rope so I wrote to Jimmy
and complained about all the noise he was making. I really laid it to him.
Told him he had some nerve and all that. He was very understanding and
asked what he should do. Since I was stUl angry, I told him to figure it out
for himself. If you ask me, women pamper men too much nowadays.
Anyway, Jimmy was all apologies. He even agreed to buy a thick rug for the
roof and a pair of soft felt slippers to wear at night.
When that end of it was settled, I asked him why he wasn't writing.
I said, "Hey. Jimmy. why the cold shouldeI1 What did I ever do to you?" Hell,
I mean women need affection too, you know. No one wants a stranger for a
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husband.
Jlmmy replied that he had been too busy to wrtte. Doing what? I
asked. "'Th.inking," he said.
Imagine that-thinking? What the hell is there to think about when
you're up on a roof?
OCTOBER 4- Today J1mmy sent this letter:
Dear Maria.
I've lost all notion of time up here. The world seen
from my roof is so very. very beautiful, and I'm SO happy that
it's hard to come back to reality and wrtte to you.
You should see it up here when the sun breaks at
dawn and the whole sky is flooded with red and gold. At night
sleeping under the stars in the lmmense darkness is almost
as wonderful.
Iguess I have to be honest: I've fallen head over heels,
not offthe roofbut for it. You were right. darling. This is the
best thing that ever happened to me, beSides you.
Keep in Touch.
YourJlmmy
P.S. When you get the chance, could you send me myoId
army blanket? It should be getting a little chilly up here in
a week or so.
Frankly, I don't knowwhatto make ofit. SometimesJlmmy Is a total mystery
tome.
OCTOBER 26- It's Jlmmy's birthday. I baked him a strawberry
short cake, his favorite. Although he is 36, I put only one candle in the center
and wrote, "Jlmmy, you're Number 1."
I also cooked his favorite cheese casserole. Anything for the man of
my dreams. The man I love. My Jimmy. xxxxx.
OCTOBER 27- When I brought J1mmy a late breakfast this morn
ing, I noticed the birthday cake and cheese casserole outside the door. He
hadn't even touched them. I began to wonder if he had heard our secret
knock yesterday. Not knowing what to do, I took a broom and pounded it
against his door as loudly as I could. Then I brought the casserole back
downstairS and waited. I didn't hear a peep from Jlmmy all day. I hope
nothing is up. Except Jimmy, of course.
OCTOBER 30- Jlmmy hasn't touched his food or written for three
days now. I'm starting to get worried. When Carol stops by tomorrow I think
I'll ask her to take a look.
OCTOBER 31- Carol just left. She was supposed to show me the
pattern for her red and white calico curtaIns, but since she seemed in a big
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huny to leave, I didn't press her.
She wasn't much help with Jimmy, either. I showed her the way to
the roof and left her at the door which she insisted on keeping unlocked.
Apparently she was afraid of being trapped up there alone with my husband.
I don't know what the hell she was afraid of. You'd think Jimmy was a rapist
or something. I mean, my god, I told her he was hannless. Still, she looked
kind of funny and pleaded with me to wait outside the door.
When she came out I asked her how Jimmy looked. She said Jimmy
wasn't there. Then she bolted down the stairs like I was nuts and trying to
kill her or something.
I tell you, people are strange.
I've got to go now. There's someone at the door.
Patricia Flinn

Free Fall
As if, from the next room. you hear murmuring's.
So with sandpaper you begin to wear away
the wall between and begin to hear the votces.
A.C.

Isn't struggle always between extremes?
Like that between being known and alone.
A kind of balancing act that depends
As much on the certainty of some wall
As another's presence? Just old Werner
Heisenberg's "Uncertainty Principle"
Conundrumming in interpersonal
Relations. Like teetering on what seem
Invisible wires strung high under vaults
In the sunlit clerestory brightening
A strange cathedral's mysteries. Its lace
Stone tracery, its naves, its choirs and crypts.
From deep shadows an impresarioPriest preaches of ancient law and gospel:
"Mercy on every equilibrist's own
performance. grace for each embellishing
librettist's solo song, bless each hero's
making of lonely myth. Whether each is
shy or bold, or crowds of one or countless
others are warm or cold, all continues."
but what becomes of my rage at being
Here alone? I cry. and no one answers.
Rage at empty. unknown eyes? Nothing. Hide
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Myself'? Be rid of it? Rage like a tic
Or stutter or grief that must be endured.

Because without some exquisite defect,
Though I have dreamt of almost nothing else,
Who can face alone this terrible wish?
So I make ajoke: "Look," I shout. "no hands,"
But that only quickens the crowd. Their bed
Of faces turned up, hushed. Nothing remains
But the leap. Like the child's dream of falling
That has no beginning, Its d.i.zzytng
Spin of not knowing whether buoyant lake
Or aching chasm is the attraction.
An instant of free fall so long to seem
L1ke soaring. When wonder! Voices ignite.
Lilting, lifting rhythms, as if lovers'
Murmurings caught fire. As if all the saints
Had joined with angels in a symphony
Of heavenly laughter lifting at once
Beyond all princtple or certainty
By which to recognize their words, or know
The need to praise or celebrate, or feel
The reason for interrupting silence.
Wtlltam N. France

Woods

Roethke said by 25
you have all the experience you need
for a long life of poems.
I am 50 now.
I have too much, and nothing.
Why do trees from a distance
swallow their trunks like an overdose?
When you are small,
cold and lost among them.
they are all there is.
This is a graveyard.
The great and powerful have died
into this hillSide to be born.
These are their monuments,
their trunks, rooted in bonedust.
When you look up, branches
leave to blackness. Not,
although the light has fallen like a faith,
because we call this night.
William Freedman
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Finger

After the black cleaning
woman had cleaned and gone.
leaving her shadow so thick
I dreamed I saw her there.
crouched in every room.
scrubbing her color from the floors,
my mother swept a finger
over the glass coffee table top
and raised it. sporting dust.
All her victories.
like this. were sorrows.
The narrow passage of the pure
proved. more than triumph.
its lonely transcience.
like a path leading nowhere
in the wood.
Since then.
I have seen this gesture
threaded at the joint.
dampened in the mouth
and held aloft.
They are all the same.
Whatever truly tests the wind
Is a reminder
of the gaudy gray insIstence
of the dust.
William Freedman
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Staff Feature:
With this issue Aldebaran has begun a new tradldon offeaturlng
the work of a staff member. This issue contains a poem by Nancy
Gabriel, a Managing Edltor. Staff submissions are handed in anony
mously in order to keep the Judging process lmpartial.
The Picture

Your beige shirt and taIUled Florida skin
pick up the colors of the wallpaper in Gram's house.
I look at your face and remember how you used to sign
your letters:
"Love. Grandad"
and in the "0" was a face with a few strands
of hair drawn on the head,
and the words "going, going."
I stm remember that.
I remember how you made it snow under the lamp in our
family room.
It wasn't until years later that I real1zed it was just
floating dustlike your ashes over the ocean.

Your gold signet ring is transformed;
now a charm in the shape of an "N,"
it hangs from my neck every day.
The first poem I ever wrote was for you.
Primitive, with its perfectly rhymed stanzas,
but very alive with the pain in
my thirteen year old heart.
Your voice and the sound of your laugh are getting
harder to recall every year.
Sometimes, I think I can feel you watching me.
You smile out at me with your arm around Nana.
It is the only smile I have left.
Nancy K. Gabriel
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In the Grout

There's a face in the grout when 1 shower. Whoever put the white
stuff in between the yellow tUes screwed up on the tUes in front on my face.
Nobody sees it but me, and 1 haven't told anybody about it untU now.
But anyway, like 1 was saying, there's a face. You know, like when
someone makes an inkblot on a folded paper and some people see a butterfly
but some people see a sheep or a gun or even just an inkblot? Well. that's
how it is with this grout. You see, U's like a careless mistake. A little splotch
ofpowdery grey mortar on the tUe. Whoever did it, they figured nobody would
notice. But 1 did. It looks like a sad face, or a sunken skull. It has shadowed
eye sockets and defined cheekbones. There's something soothing about it.
Something scared.
1 never noticed this face untU I began showering a lot. Well. you tell
me, do you think eight showers a day is a lot? It's like Ijust can't get rid of
the sour. cold itchy feeling inside me. so I say to myself, 'Take shower, it'll
warm you up." But I never feel warm enough anymore and I'm making myself
raw with this scrubbing. I get in the shower and watch the face as I massage
the shampoo into my hair. 1 try to picture the body that goes with the face
ofthe grout person. Then 1ttlt my head back, close my eyes, and let the white
pUes of bubbles rinse thickly into the drain. I scrub myself from top to
bottom. over and over again. I stUI don't smell clean, there stm must be some
part of me that smells like him. I open my eyes and watch the almost
empathizing face on the tile, sudsing again, gritting my teeth to the sting of
the smoking hot water on my pink chapped body. I reward myself for
enduring the pain by rinsing with cool water and patting myself dry with a
soft clean towel that smells like Bounce. 1 sniff at the towel after I'm dry,
decided I can still smell the sickening stench of his green-bottled, gold
capped Polo, and turn the water back on. grabbing the soap. U's been two
weeks Since I've even been near him.
I ask my friend Cara, "Can you smel11t, Care? Can you smell Polo
on me? I fuckin' hate Polo."
"Why do you hate Polo?" she asks. She wants to know why me and
Bm never hang out anymore. l1lat BUI. he was a real sexy guy, smelled so
good, real big, big guy. Sara, he wore Polo, right? What ever happened with
you guys?" She smacks her gum, "You used to act like you wanted down his
pants so bad'" she says.
I grit my teeth. "I know I did, I know."
For a woman, Cara is blind. She doesn't see what I am going through.
She's too obliViOUS to ask. I can't turn to her, or my Mom either, who thinks
I'm a whore anyway. No one sees. I mean, my face is peeling like a bowl of
corn flakes from the stress, heat. and soap, and no one says jack shit. Not
shit.
All I can think of is how heavy he was, and maybe now I'm never
getting my period again. I have to kneel down on the wet tile and stare at the
grout spot. People say that God or Jesus, or whoever he is, is where each
individual finds him. Some people see hIm on empty torn billboards or
clouds, or in patterns in the wheat fields. I have to kneel here and look up,
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try to stare him m the face. He 1s suffering too. Stuck here with me as I rinse
my body.
J. M. Genest

obsolete
hang me up
with this vest
away
man unused
closet
forI am
no longer
in

slender
elegant
holding
fonn
I am

out
anyone's
choice
is now
taste
I serve
no more
Gerald Gullickson
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After WatchIng a Show About LeDlngrad

If I should die in ice, good dreamers,

and be carried by sled of death across the snowblack shells biting the soul in God-furious chunks I conceive
then I will ride horses to the sunset, kingdom free.
For that empyreal kingdom's no longer glow.
The saintly gate that does not creak or dangle
I do not seek its entrance, nor do I volunteer
for more than a scooped cavern of lonesome rent.
The long vacation from time and turning
fills the night-mind's nomenclature with inUnensity
though there's still a tiny tack of hope holding my hand.
And that is the fashion of that.
That is the aghast espial of eternity's creed.
But if I should die in ice, good brethren.
then goodbye, old sackcloth fashions:
goodbye to the calf, goodbye to the cow, goodbye to the
frisky billions still kissing the ring-fingered delight.
And when the sad moment closes arid time turns away,
just leave the sagging firmament to its pastoring pews
to their eternal discourse with the Highest.
But, Holy Ghost, my Bacchus-breath inhales.
leave not this gathering of sticks lead to stones,
for there's yet more light in a leaf than dawns below.
I do not know how many memories surrendered to the sun,
or make-believes they hid, but to find the brain of mystery
is the cloud I would wiggle within and be merry.
For somehow this creeping along the backspin of destiny
has withered mystery to tin and a pound of cold coffee.
Ringed by invaders, frostbitten fingers wanned the grave
so near, yet farther than a million miles. Yet, the children,
the children held play in their light
while people laid as blacks on devil-dented streets
waiting for the sleds to carry them home.
Though fair skies hold the circle of peace overhead.
this is the story of history.
Robert Haase
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Muterplece
Is that a curl which lurks in the soft
pale down of newly-born sweat -dampened haJr?
Benjamin-what secrets have you hidden
in your infant blue eyes?
I see deep in years past
the hands of the artists touch you and
you grab them with long expressive fingers
drawing the past, immortal. into life.
S. J. Hall
Sunday

Feeling the silence, like the strains
of childhood hymns, rhythms remembered
internally. Harmony is Joyful
and falls gradually into the solitude.
Rain upon the fallen autumn leaves
pushes them into the earth.
readies them for decay.
The last retainable form
before dissoluUon
it takes many transformatlons
to reach this singulartty
colorless. periect
the internal pattern of the leaf
holds,
like the solid. rarely acknowledged self
that sleeps securely upon the branch
waiting for the moment to reveal
its invisible form.
S. J. Hall
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Remembering my Bohemian Youth

At fifteen I was beautiful. and met
someone beautiful-demon1c. charming
older of course. dark-eyed chartsma
an intellect to impress my parents
a flock of other women followingwhen I was fifteen and made my own choices.
Ham sandwiches in my wooden kitchen
eaten quickly or neglected by talk.
When we separated we wrote. we painted
we did everything we could to reach. in strange
obsessive abundance. Politics was
our toy. We created fashion with breath.
We went everywhere. trying to reach
perfection of beauty or expression.
When we made love it was in blackness
or bright lights. each sigh a measure of some
deeper. unreachable need. Yes. we tried.
there's no doubt we tried. We married others
more gentle. less demanding. more trusting
soothing others. We became a balloon
stretching to near transparent thinness.
He never loved me the way I love him.
He knew nothing of sacrifice or fear.
Living a calm surface I hated him.
I seethed inside over our betrayal.
I am old-my confident young face soft
with tolerance I never knew before.
I read the paper and eat sandWiches.
think as a child I was no flower.
I was more like a tree. or a sea shell
beautiful as part of some secret scheme.
S. J. Hall
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Beginnings
Tomorrow's candles Ught her mIdnight eyes.
Her face reflects her mother's, yes, and mine,
and all the mothers we have never known
who went before us. I watch her as she tries
to walk alone. I think of the design
engraved within her, pattern so ingrown
that she cannot resIst Its force. She thrusts
one untried leg Into the void, and then,
heaves forward in an act of faIth so bare
It rivals saints. But, no, she doesn't trust
in God, or anythIng, except the yen
she has to do thIs thIng, the need to dare.
One step, and then of course, the classIc fall.
Beginnings are so easy to recall.
Patricia Higginbotham

Yet In The Earth

With day I look above the trees
To clear or clouded sky
And nightly past the Pleiades
Direct my questing eye.
Yet It is in the earth I spade,
The grass I lie upon,
The ground cooled by the house's shade
Resides that which has drawn
My vision upward. Where is God
But in this earthly place?
If I find him not In the sod
Why tum my eyes toward space?
John R. H Ulman
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Living Array

Too often Life's unappreciated
When cloaked in green array
But when Life by Autumn's decorated
Man maIVels at her gold display
Do we dare blame Mother Nature
When she changes the color of her face?
As she perfonns a ballet for her creatures
Her golds alight with autumnal grace.
How cruel of man to ignore the terrene
How often this heartless act is done
When we search for the gold within her green
We ignore the beauty of Life's halcyon
With chilled breath Autumn exhales
And the earth Is bathed in gold
As Nature dons her champagne veil
Her mellifluous symphonies unfold
Cloaks of fair then fall down
As upon the breeze they sail

Painting portraits upon the ground
Self-images of finest detail
How callous of Man to ignore the scene
Which Nature cloaks in jaded spray
We too often ignore her living green
As we search for Life's golds each day
Do we dare blame Mother Nature
When limbs of barest brown uncloak
And chattering choruses cease to sUr
Within mansIons of maple and oak?
Too often we ignore Life when green
When summer's cloak of jade unfolds.
How foolish to be blind to beauty unseen
And to admire leaves only when autumn-gold.
Ann-Margaret Hodkinson
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NIght of the

MOOD

Under the moon
The wbld speaks
And I feel
The skin begin
To turn.
Laughter loud
From lips
Smiling.
Toward the ivory moon
I lift my arms and paws
Humanity
submits to beast.
Where the canyon
Is deep
111 run
Chasing rabbits.
Singing
the songs to the moon.
Coyote returns.
Dave Howerton

MoodyRldge

In the evening our worlds merge.
waking and dream become one.
The Dragon who lives in the limbs of the tree
spreads Its wings to fly.
and asks if I want a ride.
I beg an engagement to dance and play
with the fairy clans tonight.
The Unicorn sings with the twilight come.
My dream the sun grows cold
the power grows weak
and the dragon puffs a bit of smoke
and smugly goes home.
The unicorn lets pixies dance
about her horn.
and the fairies braid her mane.
Me, I stand in the shadow of an old oak
smoking a pipe, emitting a rainbow smoke.
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This is the game every spring and fall
Just a circle of stone
or mushroom
beware U's a protected place.
My home.
Dave Howerton

Once

flimsy pools and
other long·forgotten
reflections of langUid sunset
columns cracked with
history's knack at old
stories
rise over
ambrosta·laden baskets
and myrrh
heaped with garlands of
golden grape leaf bounty,
while pink ridges grow
from backdrops of blue
clouds and manicured shrubs.
engaging cherubim and Jeertng
satyrs look on.
not searching.
Indigo
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sears

like when the Grossman's German shepherd bit the inside of my knee. 1
was babysitting two girls and a dog named "Rosco." 1 remember being
pushed to the floor
by the dog, 1 was on my back, kicking. as this dog was gnawing on my
leg. and 1 remember thinking, "I can't believe a dog named Rosco is
attacking me." And 1 was thinking that I have to be strong for those two
little girls. who were watching it all.
I couldn't ClY.
Or when 1 stepped off Scott's motorcycle at 2:00 a.m. and burned my calf
on the exhaust pIpe. I was drunk when he was driving and 1 was care
less when 1 swung my leg
over the back. It didn't even hurt when 1 did it. but the next day 11
blistered and peeled;
it looked inhuman. I had to bandage 11 for weeks. It hurt like hell.
When I was little. roller skating in my driveway. and 1 fell. My parents
yelled at me,
"Did you crack the sidewalk?"
When I was kissing someone, and 1 scraped my right knee against the
wall. Or maybe it was the carpet. When someone asks me what that
scar is from, 1 tell them 1 fell.
Or when 1 was riding my bicycle and 1 fell when my front wheel skidded
In the gravel. 1 had to walk home. Blood was dripping from my elbow to
my wrist; I remember thinking that the blood looked thick. but that
nothing hurt. I sat on the toilet seat cover whUe my Sister cleaned me
up. It was a small bathroom. I felt like the walls could have fallen in on
me at any time. Years later. and I can stUl see the dirt under my skin on
my elbows.
Or when I was five years old and my dad called me an ass-hole because I
made a mess in the living room. I didn't.
Like when I scratched my chin when I had the chicken pox.
Janet Kuypers

the burning
I take the final swig of vodka
feel it burn its way down my throat
hiss at it scorching my tongue
and reach for the bottle to pour myself another.
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I think of how my tonsils scream
every time I let the alcohol rape me.
Then I look down at my hands
shaking-holding the glass of poison
and think of how these were the hands
that should have pushed you away from me.
But didn't. And I keep wondering
why I took your hell, took your poison.
I remember how you burned your way
through me. You corrupted me
from the inside out, and I kept coming back
I let you infect me, and now you've
burned a hole through me. I hated it.
Now I have rid myself of you,
and my escape is flowing between the
ice cubes in the glass nestled in my palm.
But I have to drink more. The burning
doesn't last as long as you do.
Janet Kuypers

similar
New
red
sneakerssmelled better than anything in the world.
I'd beg to wear them out of the store,
strain to see my feet on the floor of the car.
I'd promise to keep them
clean
new
put away in the closet underneath my blue coat.
I'd promise to wear them only for school and birthday
partiesUntilthe first rain,
the first deliciously delectable mudpuddle,
the first flowers ready to pick.
(Promises forgotten.)
Reminded of this, I try not to laugh as He glares across the table.
"Didn't you ever learn anything about ResponsibiUty?"
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I wonder what He would say if He lmew I was compartng Him
with my first red sneakers.
(except He didn't always smell that good.)
He had never felt warm summer mud squeezing between His
toes.
so
He would never understand why I had to run through the puddles.
A. K. Laks

Sister's Bands
Lizzy's hands were long and thin.
I played the notes, felt the rhythm.
but it was her sUm perfection
delicate waiting hands that belonged above the iVOry keys.
I envted the definition of skin stretched across bone.
correct like an executive briefcase,
elegant like an oriental teacup.
we put Barbie boots on her fingers;
lmuckles seIVed as lmees: leaping. running.
she was length with movement.
the weeping willow in our backyard.
a floating giraffe.
we danced around the pool table to the Nutcracker
or the Beatles
wearing fairy costumes my mother made.
today she told me over the phone. seven states away
about havtng sex: with a man five years older.
Mhe gave me a lot of beer." she said.
Mit hurt." she said.
I thought about the willow.
how it shivers leafless through the winter,
droops forlorn in the summer so sadly
that I went down to sit with it one day.
how I lmow Lizzy is cold because her hands tum white
her lips pressed together blue.
all I can do is tum on the heater and sit with her until she is warm.
Signe Elise Land
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Bittersweet
Even though I savor the taste of it,
broiled with affectionate seasonings,
It is a sad thing to watch
Someone catch a fish.
Especially when they are large, and banter
around for quite some time
in the empty buckets,
Thrashing twitchingly their muscles.
Swordfish and salmon are among my favorites,
And when I taste them, I don't stop
To think of the day they were Swimming
When all at once they saw
the tantalizing worm
Or the flesh-tom piece of
squid, conch or shrimp,
Beckoning them waveringly, with bits and pieces
Falling here and there, surrounding the large prize.
I don't like to think of the wanton fisherman,
Luring in his catch
with the quick eager flicks of his wrist
as he spins the reel round and round.
Nor do I enjoy the sight of a fish's bulging eyes,
Looking like they'd pop out with the
speed of a freight train,
and into the evil doer's face
as he wrestled to get the hook out,
out from within the fish's twisted innards.
I do not think of these things while
I'm eating.
I like to think of the fish's life, and mine,
As two separate worlds:
My fish that I'm eating didn't come ofT
someone's hook,
And the fish that did, is on
someone else's plate.
April. Lanman
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What My Profe88ors Should Have SaId

First, face the fact
that your roommate will never understand
why you can't spend your mornings
running errands whUe she's at work.
And realize that no prize you win
will please your mother near as much
as law or mediCine. or some nice boy
to help you give her grandchUdren.
Know that your friends will always secretly believe
you should have been a teacher or a priestJust as they think that girl would be so pretty
if only she would lose some weIght.
Then add to this the three inch slips
you actually look forward to,
because they mean, at least
your poems have been seen.
And ask yourself. well, what
are words to me? And if you answer.
what else is there to eat, to breathe?
Then try to be your mother's lawyer.
And if. bluing up. you cannot breathe.
then as your friends think. teach.
and if you suffocate and, starving,
die, well then. by all means, write.
Kara L. Laughlin

To the Girl Who Stood so Long Before the Wishing Well

"Now here's a penny. Throw it In and wish
For something wonderful, ~ your mother says.
You stand, deciding what your wish should be,
Your concentration beautiful: forehead
Wrinkled, fingers wrapped around the coin,
In case it slips Into the well before
Your wish. Your eyes shut tight against the sun
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That pours Its wannth upon your cheeks and heats
Your mother to impatience. She taps her foot
Against the path of slate. She checks her watch.
She thought that she would give you one quick dream.
That you would whisper "Pony." or "Ice Cream,"
And toss the penny tn. She has outgrown
The weight of magic wishes. Just look:
Her eyes are open. not like yours.
Her eyes won't close against the thought that there
Are wishes she dares not expect. no matter
How wonderful. no matter how furrowed her brow.
Kara L. Laughlin

The Meaning of Things
I try to tell him. People
live this way, you know:
some oj us believe in symbols,
see the truth within a gesture.

But he will not believe me,
cannot believe that people
study anything that can't
be put on paper. This man
I tum my back to so he
cannot see my puffy eyes, the snot
running from my nose and down my lip
(because I haven't bought a box
of tissue in six weeks
and I'm not about to grant him respite
by leaving this room to ftnd
some toilet paper), this man
cannot believe in any soundless thing,
not needs or desires or the messages
in any act of g1v1ng, and not
in the plea that my eyes hold
when I tum to face him:
please, oh please. Just leave
and don't come back-I
haven't strength to push
the words out oj my mouth.
but leave. just leave,
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my eyes implore; he gazes at them
one brief moment. looks
away. but stays: a missionary
grtnntng at natives who don't bare
teeth except to threaten death:
he Is on foretgn territory
in a country void of syllables.
He does not speak the language.
Kara L. Laughltn

Squid
Texas

was the place
she called home.
although her
southern drawl
had made way
for the New England accent.
Her
btg goal
in life
was to study botany.
and thought
it would make
a cute name
for a daughter.
She
wanted
to play drums
in a band
and call it "Squid. ~
for no particular reason.

The
only vice
she had
was a desire
for Lone Star beer.
but she never could find it
locally.
Nineteen summers
and this. her first winter.
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She was afraid of the cold,
the fear of the unknown.
BUytng

her first heavy sweater
she was amazed
at how the wool
could get to the back of your neck
and drive you crazy.
On the first day
of snow
she danced
in the wind
and caught a cold.
She
decided that
she might be able
to deal with the weather
after all.
Sean Lewis

Introduction to Film

I'm making lazy circles
with a #2 pencU
as you tap out the rhythm
of anxious boredom
with your foot
and I'm wondering
if you're thinking
about the days
in August we spent
laughing whUe I taught you
to play "Rock Lobster"
on the guitar.
Sean Lewis
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A Journal Written With the Help of Sparrows TaldD.& a Bath in the
Sand

The broken tree's white fungus appears green in twilight.
Behind crumbling bark
a bush, white. as if caked with snowflakes.
A shaft of declin1ng sunJJght
pushing through a thicket of leaves
reveals it is summer and warm.
The distance, a grey-blue, occasionally a tonality
of purple as if smeared and dlrtled by a finger
with accents of impasto whites, muted waves;
in a lighter space, a space almost bleached bone white,
a solitary man in a dark boat.
his oars made no splash.
a chUd wore a brass ring set with a red piece of glass
to church and was ridiculed
for his disobedience to a transient code;
the ring had been on his finger for so long
it imprinted a golden circle around his flesh.
V21,,111 in dietro e tien 10 vis2 chiuso
Life also runs the risk of being meaningfUl,
and would be nothing if meaningful,
apparition.
An orange cat scrutinizes

the bubbles in a glass
of champagne, hIs orange nose
touches the glass' roundness,
feels the chm
of all round thIngs.
An old man with bent back

watches girls in yellow dresses
leap through curtaIns
of sunlight and vanIsh.
Adolescents sIt on stoops,
write love poems,
but adolescents do not
have any feelings of love.
A priest interrogates God: God interrogates a flower.
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ThIs journal: the length of the black marks on the white
page tell me it is seven PM.
loiter on a log this lokayatikan evening. There is no
forgiveness.

I

Duane Locke

Fierce
ThIs oven wall of heat berates us Yankees
doing rather poorly today
snarling like mother bears protecting
the pathetic cub we call our body
and would rather do Without
as afternoon approaches 100.
Our vety breath Is wool
woven Into scaxves lung to lung,
our sweat becomes a beaded sea.
From one gIgantic arch we collapse
Into life lying on the floor.
We know things can get much better.
At midnight the baker opens his door

and a blast rattles the bedroom screen.
The wind brings the same dream
over and over, a rehearsal of longing,
the embarrassment of standing on stage.
We endure the lover's rejection,
we triumph on the crowd's scorn.
The feet of cold faeries dance among the trees
and skip across the griddle rooftop.
Our sleeping tongue is forever yearning
for one dark blue damp cell.
Those drops can't be mistaken-it thunders
we are fool enough to shiver
as the slow sound of raIn reminds us
how much we never want to let go.

Joanne Lowery
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Bata and Angels

In the eye of Escher black and white
wings interlock all the same,
squeak and harp,
God and mammal.
body and soul.
The gravity of the matter is
that some things fly.
Not us.
Some things have sonar.
Not us.
Some things bear truth.
We breathe the air they fly through.
hold the whoosh and dream.
As best we can study
all we have seen and not seen.
At night we hold each other close
bed-bound by our brains. our limbs.
Shoulder to shoulder we lie silently
scattering our souls among stars.
The dark cloud could be wind.
the bright mist could just be music.

Joanne Lowery
Afternoon Before Growth

This day. spring-soupy
is brown and yellow
slow leaking. hissing
brown and yellow
drIzzllng beige and buttery
potatoes stewed too long.
Noon was briefly brilliant
and hope inspiring but now
fam11iar 4:30 cliche grey
dominates the ingredients of thoughts
and the day's complexion.
March and April are like this
lingering in transition
and molasses-waiting.
Me too,
for summer I supposed,
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fruit filled and citrus slippery,
or for a sparkling green idea
a budding pink awakening
and most desperately for
an emerald-grinning.
radiant Cheshire cat desire
to shine forward.
Amy Lyon

October 16th

It's raining this morning
As I wake up.

And I know this makes
Three months of mornings
You haven't seen.
Death, I suppose
Is absolute;
Many more months of mornings
Will pass you
Your grave
Your spirit.
And I know there are no more
Smlles, apples, summer nights.
New sneakers or orgasms.
Snowstorms, kisses. eyelash wishes
Or turkey sandwiches
For you.
And I know I wlll never hear
Your poems
Your stories
Your voIce
Or your laughter
Again but rn never.
Wish you could believe me.
I'll never forget you.
Amy Lyon
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Gala

Hover, flatten myself to the earth
let the sand kiss
my tearstained face
hold my arms
about the vast earth
comfort in her arms
comfort with the thousand mJles
lying here
pressed against the grass
cushion of stars brushing my back
maternal fingers tousle my hair
the sweet release
exhaustive crying ceased
my breath slowly evens as
I sleep with her
my only goddess
Krtstfna MacDonald

In A No-Man's Velvet Land

for Emay Dickinson

For language and good will
we have understood her failures
she could not stop her heart from breaking
standing inside a hazy doorway exorcised of life
stocking her pantry with Lennox china
and widespread gauze, stressfully she rowed
on to another Republic in a snowy field
the other self in her
weaVing household nouns and verbs
into pulpy absentee stories of last night
when the moon fell and she couldn't find it
tarrying in the eternal mystery
of an artistic New England zone, mortality
in the function of her craft and style
studying the plants and animals at hand
until her purple gown of literature
became too heavy and someone
came and closed the door.
Errol Maler
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The Station
Laura Strak heard her husband quietly open and close the door of
the hall closet. Why, she asked herself, did he always have to act like such
a sneak-like a burglar in his own house? Well, she wasn't in a mood for
nonsense and he wasn't going to get away that easily.
"You're going to the station again, aren't you?"
"I'm gOing to take a walk." answered Jason Strak. "If I happen to pass
the station, maybe I'll stop by just to check on things."
Laura shook her head without looking at him and pressed a stud on
the T.V. remote. She was a thin gray woman in her late sixties with dyed
brown hair and a look of constant concern on her face. This look dominated
her features even during infrequent fits of laughter triggered by the antics
of her "television people."
"Maybe you should. stop by," she said, Mjust to make sure no one
burned the place to the ground or broke all the windows last night."
He paused, one arm halfway into the sleeve of his nylon jacket. the
pipe that he hadn't lit in a decade dangling from his mouth. "Why would
anyone want to do that? The place was a wreck for twenty-five years and no
one bothered it. Why would they start now when It looks halfway decent
again?"
"You don't know people, Jason. You're seventy-three years old and
you still don't know how mean and spiteful people can be. You spent our
future on that stupid old place. You should have just let them demolish it."
"Are you going to bring that up again? OJ course you're gonna bring
it up again. Why do I even ask? We still have almost seventy-five thousand
in the bank."
"Jason, you're interrupting me. You've been interrupting me more
and more lately. You spent a ridiculous amount on that station, and I have
no intention of letting you forget it." While she spoke her eyes never left the
television screen: "First you bought it from the cIty, then you paid John
Meyers and hiscrew of thieves an insane amountjust to fix the roofand paint
the place. And what did you get in return? I'll tell you what you got. A piece
of paper, not worth twenty dollars, frame and all-that's what you got."
MIt was the Citizen Of The Year Award." He yanked the zipper to hiS
neck and pulled a red baseball cap over hIs thIn white hair. "Only one person
a year gets that award."
"Humph," saId his wife and began flIppIng randomly through the
channels. "It hasn't been three months since they gave it to you, and I'll bet
no one In town even remembers." She released her thumb from the channel
selector. The screen stabilized and revealed the image of a popular
evangelist.
The televangelist flashed his bright. capped teeth in a very close
approximation of a sincere smile. "I wish... I truly wish that I could spend
more time talking about the Lord, and less time talking about money, but
to continue my ministry..."
"Why do all those damn people look alike." Jason shook hIs head.
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"Used to bring tent meetings to town when 1was a kid, and even then they
all looked alike. Bunch of damned be-Jesus snake-oil peddlers. They don't
even bother with the snake-oil anymore: they just ask for cash straightout.
1 hope you never send them any money."
"I don't, Jason, but even if I did, you're in no position to criticize
anyone for squandering money. How can you possibly..."
He had been walking backwards during the conversation, and now
he stood on the porch, the heavy front door between himself and her words.
He clenched his cold pipe in his teeth and bUried his hands in the pockets
of his jacket.
The day could have had a better start, he told himself. Got to think
of something else. Laura doesn't think at all anymore: I might as well be a
damn widower. Only time she talks is during commercials, and even then
she doesn't have a decent thing to say.
He continued to walk. hands in his pockets. staring at the sidewalk.
There was very little concrete in the residential areas of Windward.
Most of the sidewalks consisted of tick slabs of sandstone placed on a bed
of sand sometime during the thirties when the old wooden sidewalks had
been scrapped. Since then they had been jostled by the frosts of sixty
winters. They had beenworn and polished by three generations offootsteps.
The fall of storm-ripped branches had sundered and cracked them in places.
and a billion rotting leaves had dyed them a mottled brown. Jason liked the
feel of them through the soles of his boots. They took account of time and
entropy. but they never fully surrendered. They were precious relics from
another country-a country of time. It was a tragedy, a terrible tragedy when
old fhings surrendered and disappeared from Windward's or any other
town's memory. No one builds monuments to Sidewalks-once they were
gone, they were gone for good. Yet, there had to be places where time could
lose its crazy flying toward forever. There had to be places like that-had to
be.
The station platform was empty. No visitors today. Well. what the
hell was there to visit? Some people dropped by when the place was first
restored. but that had been way last summer and no one had come again.
He climbed the steps to the platform. took a key from his pocket and
unlocked the door that led to the interior.
Inside, the place smelled of wood heated and frozen through four
hundred seasons. smelled of the summer sweat and sweet perfumes of
generations of people-most ofthem long dead. He had swept the place out.
and cleaned the old windows. but compared to the exterior. the inside was
pretty pitiful.
He leaned his back and elbows against the ticket counter and
sUIVeyed the ruin of the place. The old trains used to stop here. Right out
there. not thirty feet away. they used to sit and wait on these very same
tracks now gone to rust and dry-rot. Tired arrivals would stagger off and
fresh departures would get on and the tracks went across the plains, on out
to forever. Those tracks had led to harbors and ships and all the lands of
the world. He walked across the room and sat on the cracked wooden bench
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where passengers used to wait.
July of 1941: he hadn't sat on a bench then, too damn neIVOUS, too
damn everything to even think about sitting down. He had kissed hiS fiance
good-bye, a long, fine kiss. He had felt himselfrtse against her, and kissed
her again, and oh God, he had wanted more than a kiss, he had wanted the
crowds gone and the hard l1ghts dimmed. and he had wanted special
beautiful words to say, but no words came. He had heard the whistle of the
approaching train. barreling in from the prairie, on its way to the Presidio of
San Francisco, two thousand miles away. He had thought at the time that
the whistle was the most terrible sound that he had ever heard, but never
doubted that he would hear far, far more terrible sounds before the train
brought him home.
"So beautiful," he whispered. 'You were so beautiful, Laura. What
happened? What am I doing here? Did I take the wrong damn train home?"
Somewhere out on the prairie a steam whistle blew. an honest-to
God steam whistle. He had heard them too many times to be mistaken. He
Jumped from the bench. walked quickly to the window and pressed his face
against a pane. The whistle sounded again.
He opened the door and walked into a suddenly graying day. He
stood on the platform and searched his pockets for his pipe. The tracks
stretched east and west. empty and silent. away to autumn horizons. The
wind had stopped and the silence was so profound that his ears began to
rIng. He found his pipe and slipped it between his teeth. Where had that
whistle come form? Why had the wind stopped? He shivered. It was grOwing
colder. It was time to go home.
During a commercial, Laura rose from her easy chair and walked to
the foyer. "What are you doing?" she shouted up the stairs.
"Looking for something." Jason answered.
"What are you looking for?"
"Nothing important."
"If it's not important, why don't you come down? We never spend any
time together."
"What's that?"
"I said, we never spend any time together...
She grasped the banister and placed her foot on the first step. Above
her there was a scuny offootsteps. He appeared on the landIng. all soot and
dust and trailing cobwebs.
"Oh my God! In the attic again! What were you doing in that fllthy
place? You do these things on purpose just to irritate me. Why, Jason? All
I want is an answer. Why do you do these things?"
"I do it because 1want you to stand there and bitch at me. When you
do that we spend more time together."
She narrowed her eyes and shook her head. She searched for tears,
but tears were never there when she really wanted them. She would have
to be content willing her voIce to crack at the appropriate time. "A wife has
a rightto spend some time with her husband. (her voice cracked here) I didn't
ask an unreasonable question. There's such a thing as consideration."
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Jason wiped his sooty hands on his shirt. "Alright. I'll take a shower
and then I'm all yours. What do you want to do?"
She looked at her watch. "'Night Court' is on at eight."
They passed the evening in silence, "spending more time together. "
Whenever he began to speak she would hush him. After an hour, despite the
actors' voices that buzzed from the speaker, the silence became more
profound than the windless quiet of the afternoon.
"I was at the station today," he said.
"Hush'" she replied. "You made me miss it."
"Miss what?"
"I don't know, but it must have been funny. Listen to the audience
laugh."
"Tum off the television."
"What?" She stared at him with narrowed eyes.
"Please Laura, tum off the T.V. set."
He reached for the remote. but she grabbed it first and held it tightly
against her breast. "You're going crazy," she said in a small, tight voice.
He sat there staring at her eyes-how much her eyes had changed.
He spoke slowly, deliberately. "Do you remember, Laura, when you kissed
me good-bye at the station, the day 1 left for the war?"
"No."
"I thought you would. I mean, I didn't come back for over four years.
I just thought you might ..."
"Jason, please! If you want to talk. you can at least have the common
courtesy to wait for the commercials."
During the commercial: "Laura, do you ever think about time?"
She looked at him and shook her head. "U's not healthy to think
about time at our age. We don't have enough time left to thing about."
"No, I don't mean time like that. I mean, maybe time is like a place.
like ... like a world with different countries and sometimes people ... well
they end up in the wrong country. They get on a train or a plane or a ship
and everything's fine, but when they get off everything's different. I mean,
everything still looks the same, but everything is still changed a little bit
maybe everything is changed a lot, but not in a way that you can see. Maybe
if you went back and started the trip again, when you came back everything
would be like it should be. Are you listening?"
"You've been watching too much television," she said, "it's making
you crazy."
"No, goddamnit. I mean real. I mean thinking. Not like some
goddamn T.V. show." He was on his feet.
His wife shrunk away from him, clutching remote as though protect
1ng an infant.
"I didn't ... I didn't ..." he waved hIs arms and finally let them fall
limp to his sides. The words weren't there-the words were never there. As
he walked toward the stairs he heard the volume increase.
It was two o'clock in the moming. He rolled onto his back, lay there
a moment, then swung his feet to the floor. The room was ruled with the
pungent smell of mothballs and shaved cedar. Except for the monotonous
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rush ofthe furnace blower, the house was silent. Down the hall, in her own
room, his wife was sleeping: no -Late, Late Show" voices murmured in the
house that night. "She must be really tired,· he muttered to himself.
He walked to the dark bundle of cloth on his dress, the source of the
pungent odor, and began to sort it out. First the tUnic. with the sergeant's
stripes peeling away from the sleeves and the brass buttons tarnished to an
orange-brown. Then the coarse brown trousers, the shirt and the tie woven
of a finer fabriC and finally the overseas cap with its shiny stained lining of
gold-brown satin. He removed his pajamas and very carefully, so as not to
tear or rip the ancient fabriC, he donned the old uniform.
He didn't look at his reflection in the mirror-that would have spoiled
everything. He walked quietly across his room and opened the door to the
hallway. He was halfway down the stairs when he remembered that he was
missing the pack of Lucky Strikes that he had purchased earlier that day.
He hesitated, then returned to get them from the dresser drawer. The
cigarettes were too important to leave behind: he had smoked them during
the war-they were part of the uniform.
It was very cold at three o'clock in the moming. The stars were out
in full force: hard and cold in the autumn sky and seemingly very close-just
hovering above the world.
Jason opened the pack of cigarettes and placed one between his lips.
He didn't light it but drew cold air through sweet shreds of tobacco. The town
was all blind-eyed silver windows and quiet looming shadows.
When night takes the light away from things it also takes some time
away. Shadows are slow to change. Darkness hides detail and reduces
buildings to elemental shapes, to massiVe slab-Sided forms of shadow
beyond the touch of time. He closed his eyes tightly and felt the warmth of
tears on his face. He opened his eyes and wiped his face with the rough wool
sleeve of his tuniC.
Somewhere out on the rim of forever, ships with midnight-angry
voices were sitting in dark harbors and pointing to the east. He took a deep
breath and walked toward the station. There had to be a second time
around. He had to make things different. He had to catch a train.
Laura Strak didn't stir when the whistle sounded across the prairie,
and strange wheels rumbled on the rusted track. She wouldn't be going to
the station that night. even though someone wanted to kiss her good-bye.
She couldn't have gone to the old station even if she had been awake. even
ifshe had peeked through the blinds and watched the old man in the ancient
uniform walk toward it. Laura was an observer. Laura could only watch.
To her. the whole inCident would have been no different than a television
show. a queer. dark broadcast from another country. Laura wouldn't have
liked it. Laura would have changed the channel.
Robert W. Mulkins
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Unchanging March
The newspapers hide me
under red marquees,
born again buildings
in the City which blinds
its obscenity in stone.
I want the shadow
to be more than blasphemous light
which rocks across
my March breath
zooming the draperies of air
and voices of rich widows.
Maybe I can't accept
the telepathic day
which thumbs our trade
rips me off
in parcels of surplus values
spoiling prostitutes and poets
who grow thin on bonbons.
It must be the wind
which sends a photograph
flying unpostmarked
a child picks it up
messes with it
hides the face
with his own.

B.Z. Nidttch
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ADd When the Chief, Half King. Begins to Cry

the warriors cIrcle, to catch the tears and hide
the bawling leader, dark cloud gathered red
in the evening of the tribe. In the salt marsh
their world hides, no part of the food chain, hardly
a niche in history's Jmpatlent course.
The old man dreams that once again he'll nurse
his mother, grow firm into that stone of youth
he thought was forever, that was his due
for being the son of Gray otter, unkind.
A wrinkled woman sings in the reeds, whines
in an awful tone to some. But music. Bone
bare truth-her lover once, a single line
left: that the chief, half-king, at last will die.
Robert Parham

The Window Washer
I walk into the room, not jogging, or shuflling, of skipping, just
walking. The room, if you can call it a room, is so blank that we cannot even
find the seams of the dooIWay or the places where floors are supposed to
meet with walls and ceiling. For all its boiled brightness. the room could be
a crucible of sky.
Now that we're both here, let's forget the room, which is pretty easy
to do. Sit down. No chairs, you say? Just keep sitting until you feel your
posterior touch something level. Have some faith! There. Are you
comfortable? You can't start anything Jmportant until you feel at ease with
your surroundings. whether you're sinking into the armchair of Disraeli's
study, or kneeling beside GeronJmo in the yucca. We may begin. (You
thought I was going to let you fall, didn't you?)
Can you see me from where you sit? I'd better move closer. As you
can tell, I am young, female. plain of feature. although the next time we meet
I'll probably be a middle-aged man with a large mole on my nose. You look
fine. different from the last time. but still a welcome Sight.
The small talk is making you Impatient. Whenever you get that
cloudy look on your face. as your body searches the chair for a spot without
lumps. I become insecure. The more you eyeball me. the more I know I
should begin my piece. yet all I do is keep pulling on the thread that is
unraveling my dress. If! don't begin soon. and regain your interest, I'll end
up naked. humiliated. A middle-aged man with a large mole on his nose
wouldn't start like this. or would he? Or would he begin like this:
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Lewis peered down through his shaggy blond hair and saw Murray
put his hands by his ears, wiggling all ten fingers up at the scaffold, then fold
an ann and flash a peace sign. Lewis nodded. Lunch break would be at
twelve. The signals were often much more complex, especially at that height.
He once asked Murray why they didn't just buy walkie-talkies, but Murray
fell back with, "Eh, they don't give enough bread for the butter." He knew
it was just a line that held the superintendent from admitting he actually
enjoyed making up the crazy signals. The window washer barked a laugh
while he minded his own line, the one linking his waist to the sixth floor, and
thought about his friend's fascination for hand codes. Tightening his
squeegee on its rod, he marked how Murray often pried open the door to his
storage closet-ofllce excited about some hand sign he had picked up from a
baseball coach on 'IV or a deaf person he had met in the buDding.
"Instead of using it to mean 'giraffe: we can use it to say 'send up
more coffee' and use the one for 'mongoose' for 'and make it strong.'"
The gestures made Lewis smirk as he repeated the "mongoose" to
himself with the head of his squeegee. Then he mimicked the "giraffe,"
raising his bushy eyebrows. He came back to earth abruptly when he grew
conscious of two secretarial eyeballs glaring at him from the other side of the
tinted window. His brow lowered and he shrugged at the eyeballs which
vanished as suddenly as they had appeared. Sitting back on his haunches,
he recovered his breath. A flower vase crashed against the window dead
center with the mole on his nose, and Lewis banged his head into the scaffold
rail behind him. The ring of the steel frame hannon:lzed with the window
washer's roar.
"Don't flatter yourself. lady'"
He rubbed his head, stood up out of the mockery of the hollow
ringing, and kicked an empty bucked over the edge. When there is nothing
but tinted windows in front of you and sky behind you. it's easy to think
you're alone. HaVing the mirror barriers of his privacy shattered made him
quake like a dog hiding from fireworks. The reason he had taken this job in
the first place was to get out from under the eyes of co-workers, supervisors,
customers, and any of those otherwalking heat bulbs. He now lived beneath
only one orb. whose greater heat could not bear him down.
Or so he thought. Two weeks out of every month he was paid for
having his head in the clouds. Murray could play at being Mission Control
to his Major Tom. but to Lewis washing the windows Simply meant freedom.
The other two weeks of the month he could putter around in the catacombs
of the basement, a handyman unseen by all except Murray, waiting to rise.
He was glad the owners of the General Amalgamated Office Building
were too cheap to hire a professional window washer or buy walkie-talkies.
They didn't care if he gave anyone clearer vision. Lewis didn't care either.
The less anyone saw out the tinted windows, which couldn't be much at their
clearest, the less people could stare at him. Lewis never really penetrated
the dirt. That way there would always be "extra" cleanings at the request of
some executive dissatisfied with his view, and for Lewis. more days alone in
the air.
All of this flew over the head of Murray, who knew even less about
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being a supeI1ntendent than Lewis knew about washing windows. He was
grateful for Murray; he didn't ask questions, and he could be pretty amusing
when Lewis needed the company of something a little more intelligent than
a ptgeon.
"Speaking of something a little more intelligent than a pigeon." He
was dipping his squeegee in a small vat oflemon-scented dishwashing fluid.
when he glanced down to see Murray gesturing frantically. The supeI1nten
dent laid a finger to his nose, then pointed at the window washer. silently
calling him. Lewis winced at this reference to the mark on his face. Then
he caught the sign for "hedgehog," but Lewis forgot what "hedgehog" was
supposed to mean. Murray was gOing too fast to be clear. and the signs
became too intricate and obscure to be understood from that distance. In
the end, Murray shot his arms straight up and Jumped around rigidly. He
looked like a bad 1m1tation ofthe first man on the moon. Impassive, Lewis
squinted as Murray hopped into the building.
"Too much caffeine...
The window washer had never found a way to respond to Murray's
longer monologues. When he returned to his catacombs. Murray would
continue the conversation where they had left off, leaVing Lewis high and dry.
"So she told me I wouldn't hear from Agnes for at least a month, or
until her rig got its transmission patched up, because you know how she
gets."
"Vh. yeah."
"It's a strain on me, but the girl's a peach if there ever was one. I
should hang my lil' blue blankie out to dry. I know. but I'dJust be cutting my
nose off to spite my face. What would you do. Lew?"
Lewis stared down into Murray's small. shining face as he looked up
at him in pinched attention. The bright little face drained the larger fellow's
nerves until Lewis could only shuffle his thoughts and feet.
"Give me your expert opinion."
Lewis stared at him hopelessly.
"Get her dry-cleaned."
"Ha-Ha! Sir. you are a philosopher and a poet."
Lewis shook his head like a wet dog and wondered what he had said.
"Who's Agnes?"
He leaned his squeegee in wonder at the memory, then dumped his
Jumbled thoughts out with a bucket of dirty water. "Who cares?"
He had not looked to be sure the I1nse water hadn't hit any
pedestrians. Luckily. it hadn't. and Lewis could go on to the seventh floor
with no more interruptions.
The window washer disengaged his safety line. raised his platfonn.
and neglected to reattach himself to the building. He had taken four swipes
at he seventh floor. four more than he had at the sixth. when the supeI1n
tendent returned to the sidewalk. Weary from the last monologue, he
clenched the squeegee rod and glowered into the window. subsequently
frightening a five-year-old boy. who was strapped to a dentist's chair.
("Mommy. the Wolfman! Shoot him down!") Lewis heard only the grind of
his own big teeth. Then Murray did something he had never done before in
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al their lopsided conununications: he yelled. The foreign sound raised the
hairs on the back of his neck. He closed his eyes. opened them very slowly.
and peered down in dread of another watusi exhibition. To hls surprise.
Murray was standing perfectly stUl. anns straight down at his sides. Having
got his attention. Murray stopped yelling and. in a gesture marvelous for its
SimpliCity. pointed upward.
Lewis threw back his head. pushed aside some hair. and saw a small
person. young. female. plain offeature. perched astride a flagpole that hung
perpendicular to the wall of the top floor.
"What is this?" he said.
She looked down on him and wobbled. losing a shoe.
"Don't look down'" Lewis yelled. He scratched his beard with his
squeegee and wondered what kind of joke this was. Reaching to disengage
his safety line. he discovered that he was already unfettered. He tossed the
line over his shoulder and began to tug his platform toward the twelfth floor
with soap dripping from his chin. He stopped at the ninth floor. panting,
gaped up at the tiny legs as if his eyes would fly out of their sockets, and
resumed pulling, his teeth grinding furiously to the pulley's rhythm. On the
way, he felt a dread deeper than the dread of watusi. a kind of shock. No orte
had ever crossed over to his inside-out world. Due to a clause in his contract
this building, this range of sky, was his, not open to others with scaffolds.
She didn't have a scaffold. not so much as a rope. but there she was.
straddling the pole like a master horsewoman. The awareness made his ears
turn red with heat. He thought he heard a female voice, so he growled, "Keep
your shirt on. I'm coming." Finally. the platform shook to a stop by the last
window. She balanced four feet above him and two feet from the left end of
the scaffold. It suddenly occurred to htm that the woman was a possible
suicide. not a gate crasher.
"Hi." she said.
"I know." he replied. tilting his foamy chin up at her.
"Didn't you hear me? 1 said don't come," the woman added, pulling
a yarn thread from her knit dress.
"Sheesh." Lewis leaned against the wall and glared. "Might I ask
what in Sam Hill you're doing on my side of the building?"
"Your side has the best view."
"Well, if you had any sense, you would have taken the other side.
There's a hospital there with an air evac on the fourteenth floor. You would
have been down by now, but instead the only people who can see you are me
and them." He pOinted his thumb down at the ground dwellers gaping up
at them. She started to look at her audience and Lewis bellowed, "Don't look
down. 1 said! You'll fall."
"Then don't use words that make me have to look! And I didn't want
to go on the side with the hospital. I've had quite enough of that place."
"My luck, an escapee from the psych. ward. Nuts below me. nuts
above me," he muttered. "I'm surrounded."
"Speak clearly if you've got anything to say."
"I'm not talking to you."
"Good. I wouldn't listen if you were."
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LeWis stared up at her while she looked out at the cIty. From her
stlUness, she could have been taken for a figurehead. HIs face reddened to
the tip of hIs nose.
"What do you mean? You 'wouldn't listen?' That's what you are here
for aren't you, to hear your name on a police bullhorn and listen to a bunch
ofpeople tell you that life's not so bad? 'U's always darkest before the dawn';
'your husband, boyfriend, parents, none ofthe above forgive you and!or beg
your forgIveness'; 'everybody loves you.' 'Sweetheart""
"I think that covers it. Now you can go down, right?"
He waited for an answer, breathing through his teeth. She didn't
move.
"I forgot. if you go down now you won't get your picture in the paper.
The neighbors won't send you chicken pot pie."
With perfect balance, she turned her head down and fixed upon him
a gaze of stone.
"U's 'none of the above.'"
"What do you mean?" he shouted at the sky. "Couldn't you get just
as good a view from inside the bUilding? U's," he began to laugh. "dangerous
out here."
"I can't see anything from in there. The windows are tinted and no
doubt filthy, and they don't open. Out here, I can feel the aIr and see
everything. I just needed to get away from people. 1 mean, my boss really
towers over me and likes it...
She yanked on the thread. "But from here, she's no bigger than the
rest of them down there. 1could stay up here forever."
Lewis had never expected that anythIng like this would result from
his poor workmanshIp. His anger unraveled into confusion.
"Sorry. didn't mean to disturb you." What am I saying? "You work
at the hospital?" He stressed the word "work."
"Yes," she said. ''I'm in the psych ward."
He rolled his eyes.
"Actually, I work with autistic children. I've been trying to get it
through the administration's skull that the department doesn't belong near
psychiatries, but they don't listen. In my job. you're always out on a limb,
so I'm in my element here." She grinned, winding the thread tightly around
her thumb. "Except the wolves are further away."
"Maybe so." His ears began to cool. "I think Murray's called the fire
department. No, don't look down; you'll get dizzy. It's okay. They passed
us. Well, I guess you can get down the way you came up, so I'll go now, let
you get some peace and quiet."
"Thanks." SmUing, the woman raised her hand and didn't look down.
As he lowered himself, LeWis wondered why he had fallen apart just
then. He stopped at the ninth floor to continue washing Windows. but when
he dipped his squeegee. he looked up again and left his tool in the vat. Her
one green shoe. her white stOCkings, her blue knit dress With sleeves that
bagged under her arms like Wings. her every detail hung in his mind. He
remembered her face, framed by strands ofbobbed black hair, a pale blank,
except for its small. frost -colored eyes.
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He tried to take a stroke at the window and stopped inmidair. It made
sense. he argued; she needed the same thing he did. He marked the window
with a foggy diagonal streak.
With a quiet mind, Lewis continued scattering diagonals over the
window. Then out of the corner of his eye. he saw her last green shoe fall to
the earth. He wanted to believe it was a pigeon but couldn't. Looking up.
he was cut off from the blue by a pair of white limbs that sliced the air like
scissors. Lewis tried to tell himself in sentences that he couldn't finish that
this was not happening, that it was not his problem. but "problemK
"happening" were streaking like flares across the screen of his brain.
The window washer searched the ground for Murray. For the first
breaktime he could remember. he actually wanted to se Murray do the 'little
teapot." Though his watch said 12:04. and though he strained his eyes, the
superintendent was nowhere to be seen; no Murray, no police, no firemen
with nets, no more groundlings. Strangely, the stdewalkwas empty. Lewis
was as alone as he ever wanted to be, with one exception. That exception now
raised the hairs on his neck.
Gaping up at her. Lewis reached for the crank. not knowing whether
he would go down. to call the police, or go up. She swexved to the right. He
raised the scaffold. She steadied herselffor a time; he cranked harder. The
woman waved her left foot in upward rhythm with every turn of the crank,
pulling his body up to her by unseen strings. The scaffold squealed to the
end of its lines four feet below her; his head was not quite level with hers.
"All right. What gives?" he wheezed.
!hey sure don't." she said. continuing to unravel her dress.
"Huh?K
"Strange how they've lost interest."
"Who?"
!he 'audience' you mentioned. They're gone."
"Oh yeah. So? You said you wanted to be alone, didn't you?"
"I guess."
"You guess. If you want my advice. I think a shrink's couch would
be a lot more comfortable than a flagpole. "
"I didn't ask for your advice. "
Lewis turned to the skyline yearning to be on another building, one
without people in or on it. With great heat, he kicked his squeegee over the
edge and grabbed hiS vat oflemon-scented dishwashing fluid. He heaved it
around as though he would douse her with it.
She looked down at him coolly. "You could be charged with murder
if you do that."
Stock still, he held the vat and realized that there were twelve stories
of empty space under them.
He groaned with disgust and swung the vat over the railing. "I hate
gravity."
The soap had made his beard itch. so he reached for his squeegee and
remembered it was gone. He hit the wall with his fist. spoke into it. "Are you
here to jump or to make me Jump?"
"Don't you listen? I said I was here for-..
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"The View! 1 know!" He faced her.
She laid a finger to her nose then pOinted at him. When he blanched,
the corners of her mouth went up and sank.
"Have you ever tried to communicate with people who are so stuck
in their own little worlds that they don't even know yours exists?" Her voice
cracked like ice; she wound the yarn around her wrist. "I'm not just talking
about the kids. 1 mean the parents, the staff. the hospital. I seem to spend
my days telling stories no one wants to hear."
"I used to have one," he said. She looked like she might cry, so he
glanced away.
"You did. 1 mean, do?"
"Did. 1 had something like a war in it, some dead friends. a hospital.
too. It seemed everybody had heard that one before. 1 know 1 had. so 1
stopped telling it. So I'd forget it. And if there's no one around to hear it
anyway, there's no story."
"I'm sorry." she said. Red lined her eyes. It struck him that they were
the blue of summer sky.
Lewis laughed. A string inside him pulled something up and he saw
his hand reach to feel her face. Its heat sent a chill down him.
She smiled.
"What's your name?" the man asked.
"Louise. What's yours?"
"Lewis. Pleased to meet you." He lowered his hand and the woman.
trembling on her flagpole, tried to shake it. Her fingertips tickled his palm.
"Really?" she laughed.
"Well. . . maybe." He chortled. raising his eyebrows in surprise.
"Except the last time 1 talked to a woman. she was in a bar. not on one."
"The last time 1 talked to a man with foam on his mouth, he was in
a straight jacket."
Lewis wiped his mouth on his sleeve and grimaced into his beard.
"I'm not rabid. You want to come down now, or are you going to stay up here
and knit sweaters for the pigeons?"
She looked down at him with confUSion, then noticed the yam
threads in her lap, and seemed startled by her naked thighs.
"How embarrassing. 1guess I got unraveled today in more ways than
one."
He eyed her knees. "Might have been a good thing in your case. How
'bout it?"
"I can't come down. 1 think the roof door locked behind me."
"Look at it this way. Since I was your audience. it must be up to me
to brtng you back. "
"Okay." Louise reached out an arm and Lewis steadied it. He
stretched over the railing of the scaffold to put his arm under her knees and
his other arm around her waist.
"You better not pull on that dress anymore."
"Wby?"
"You could get nabbed for indecent exposure by the time we get

down."
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"Yes. Thanks for noticing. Wouldn't working this thing be easier if
you set me down?"
"I get you." He put her down, but left: his hand around her waist as
he worked the pulley.
"It's okay to look down now, isn't it?" she teased.
"Sure. I won't let you fall."
At the seventh floor, Lewis saw the little boy's face pasted against the
glass and a female fonn pointing at him and the woman.
("See? King Kong is just a nice man rescuing the lady."
"I didn't say that." the boy whined.)
The rope halted.in Lewis' hand. He tugged harder, but the main
pulley wouldn't budge.
"Is it stuck?" she asked.
"No, I just decided we're going to stay on the seventh floor forever,"
He strained at the rope until his face turned dark. "Yeah, we're stuck."
"I like the seventh floor, but it doesn't have as good a view as the
twelfth."
Lewis leveled his brow at her, "Spare me. I've got to figure this out.
What could've stopped it?"
-rell them about it." She thumbed toward the faces in the window.
He continued to think about he pulley. making little mechanical motions in
the air with his fingers.
"I said, tell them about it. "
"What?"
"Put a message on the window."
"For who, the pigeons? 1 don't know about the pigeons where you
come from, but ours ain't exactly the literary type."
"No, I mean those people on the other side ofthe glass. Write with
your squeegee that we're stuck so they'll send help."
He blinked at her. "I see what you mean."
Lewis looked for the squeegee, but it had gone into the atmosphere
along with the rest of his cleaning apparatus. All that remained were a rag
and a half-filled vat of rinse water. He rubbed at the thick layer of dirt with
the rag, trying to shape a backwards "S.O.S." After five minutes of straining
at the letters, Lewis ripped up the rag and threw it over the rail. Finally, he
scratched the Signal with his nails, over and over, but he couldn't get through
to the glass or the people on the other side.
"Why don't they do something? They're just standing there." He
shouted at them until the scaffold shook. but the faces remained at the
window, two swaying globes.
"I had no idea:" he panted, "that I'd ever really want to clean a
window. But there's one thing."
"What?"
"One thing we can do, and will those pinheads be sorry."
"What can we do?" she said, clutching the vat.
"It's going to be scary, if we do it."
"I don't care."
He looked at her. clutching the small vat to her chest as if she were
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drawing her Hfe from it, and at the length of the blue yarn entangled about
her legs. 1 don't know who's crazier, he thought. "Hold onto the railing, and
swing when 1 do. Close your eyes when I say so, and don't, don't look down."
They steadied themselves, grasping the railings at opposite ends and
began to swing the scaffold up into the air and back against the window,
higher and higher, until each colltslon became deafening and each swing up
mixed more of the earth with the sky. Soon Lewis couldn't tell which world
was which. and the ringing of the steel against the glass began to drown out
Louise's screams. When he feared they were already falling, the scaffold
crashed through the window.
"Louisel"
The flatness ofthe floor seemed an illusion; his body still rocked. He
still heard the ringing, only now it was the screams of a little boy. Lewis felt
the woman's hands on him.
"Are you okay?" She knelt beSide him.
"Yeah. Let's get out of here." They struggled up past the skeletal
remains of a dentist's office.
She held his arm in the elevator. while they shook quietly together.
As they limped out at the first floor. she saId, "I guess you've got a story now."
"I think I'll need one." He saw Murray and one of the building's
owners standing outside on the sidewalk with their first on their hips. The
owner, soaking wet, glared up at Lewis from among the discarded shoes,
squeegee, and buckets.
Lewis opened the door and shouted, "Hi, folks."
"Lew didn't you see me signal? You've been up there tiptoeing
through the tulips while I've been trying to talk a man down." Murray
spluttered.
The owner swabbed the glass door with his finger and shook the dirty
finger at Lewis. "You can't even clean Windows. 1 don't know who you are,
or why we hired you, but you're fired!"
"Mr. Amalgamated, let me explain-"
"That's my final word. Get out." The owner strode off, leaving a trail
of soap.
"Murray. this is Louise."
"Didn't you hear me, you sheepdog? I said there was a man on the
other side trying to jump." He clasped his hands and broke them apart
before Lewis' face.
Louise and Lewis looked at Murray. then at each other, and
smothered a giggle.
"It's not funny. 1could've talked them down too, if the air evac hadn't
got him first."
"Don't feel bad, Murray. Don't feel bad," they said to him.
Murray threw his hands at them and shuffied away, muttering.
"It seems my lunch break is gOing to be a lot longer than 1 figured.
Would you like to Join me? Unless you have to go back to work."
She put her shoes back on and paused. "They won't miss me for a
while yet. I'd like to let my boss try to run that ward." Lewis bent down and
broke otT the yarn hanging about her knees.
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Ann in arm they walked away from the bulldtng. leaning on each
other, payiIlg less attention to the sights of the city than to the effort needed
to take each step. Detalls began to escape them. the sidewalk lost some of
its seventy. trashcans blurred. and people melted into the gray walls. Walls
lightened into the color of ashes in their penpheral vision.
"'Why is it so bright in thiS part of the city?.. he asked.
She remained sllent. but walked on With a stronger step.
"How about some coffee? Do you know a place?"
"I know a place," she said.
"Tell me when we get there. I can hardly tell where I'm gOing.
Light surrounds me, he though. What's happening?
We're here.
But where Is here? It's so bright, I can barely see you.
I see you quite well. The blankness of the room makes your face, your
beard, even your mole diStinct.
Did you have to bnng that up?
No, it's just that your nose is so much easter to follow than mine.
Very funny. I don't see where we came in from the outside.
You shouldn't be able to, LewiS.
Mighty strange place. You come here often?
I almost live here. It's all right if you're neIVOUS. Take my hand: let's
forget the room.
Yes, yes. I'd rather think about those pretty eyes of yours-Who's
that?
Our visitor. Don't let the staring frighten you.
It does, I can't help it. Could we leave?
That wlll come all too soon. You'll feel more at ease if you say
something.
Okay. Excuse me, are you--comfortable? Hold me, the stanng.
I won't let you fall.
Don't go.
No.
Just. ..
Begin.

Jacqueline Paull
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No Words. Please

No words
just the hanging of my head
a nod
the defeated drop of my hand
from my hair
No words
just the tension in my chest
a shiver
the frightened fold of my anns
around my body
No words. please
but lift your body off mine
take a shower
and ask me to remember. always remember
I never stopped you
Unless you count my eyes
on the ceiling fan. on your face.
Deborah L. Peart
Truss Bridge

She said. "'That's water under the bridge."
I nodded. knowing quite well
I don't have a bridge,
although I've considered building one.
A truss
between you and I
with no toll
and no one jumping off of the side
or setting it on fire.
We could meet in the middle
shake hands
and maybe walk to the same side
or else cross over to each other
once in a while
for pizza and beer.
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but I've heard people die trying to build brtdges
and then. people die waiting for people
to build brtdges.
so like I said. I'm consldertng
building a brtdge.
Deborah L. Peart

Truce
The revolutionartes were told
not to shoot
until "the white of their eyes"
but I don't walt for any redcoats.
I just send off a constant spray of bullets,
around my body,
crouched out here alone in this field
hungry and angry.
When I go home at night. I shove my hands In my pockets
hiding gun powder smudges
from everybody but you
sItting across the kitchen table from me
waving a white flag over your coffee mug
WincIng at my hard words
but holding out for my surrender.
Deborah L. Peart

the fish have new neighbors
purple clouds hang staid
against dull. slate-black skies.
it is May. a cruel month this year
in Miamitown with drizzle reaching
into mouths, cool vapor mist pulling breath
from throats. a hundred lookers look
motionless wordless and stupid.
wondertng what unsettled dust
may lie on the faces of a dozen people
diving the Great Miami scuba-less,
faces pale and cold
limbs stitT, stitTer, stitTer.
amazed eternally at things they never knew
sat half-buried dead beneath
muddy, icy Ohio waters. they've inhaled
a rtver and drowning has never crossed
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their minds. not like carp, cat, autos, sludge.
these are like stars In their numbers.
twelve queer, rigid monsters suspended
at all angles grinning grimacing blankly
fading Into death's final setting:
stiff, tree-like humiliation.
on either end of a broken brtdge
a crowd breaks up on the solemn march
home to lives apart from this witnessing
that will forget soon enough
continue beyond the events of a rainy chilling afternoon.
will not remember well drizzle that stole words
blue/red strobes turning earth around and around.
but twelve will remember drizzle and the exact
shade of purple clouds scales of carp forever.
James S. Proffttt
Late, Violent Storms

Just do it.
Alone is better,
allowing the sun to heal or treading
wildly in darkness. Break
somethIng but not skull
something like wall, glass, heart.
A numb thing, terrible treasures.
You need your brain
to tongue. beat yourself with.
Wake up late to thunder hail
and lightning, trees poles
houses kneeling to kiss earth
and slosh freely in wetness, lapping
destruction in and out.
Wake up to this in your gown.
Go into the yard ankle-deep
In electrified water, shocked worms
and try to see the moon.
Just do it. Smile. Feel your nipples
poking out. staling up
too; body warm, shiveling
uncontrollably .
James S. Proffitt
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SpDnter, For Eddie

I don't know how he would be if
He hadn't been enraged-with a will
To be defiant-now a
Splinter of society.
An unwilling piece of the
Machinery. I wonder if he'd have been
Dtfferent-a ghost of the energy
I know-a willing part
Of the world we have now
Instead of a splinter in its side.
His trick Saturday was bringing
My future out in the open and
Showing it to me-whether I
Wanted to see it or not-and making
Me realize how he and I are
Intertwined. His fingers shifted
In the air, twisting my fates
All sides and angles, and then, he
Released it, like smoke it
Rose upward to the ceiling and
Through it. away. away.
Vanish. He can show you your fate, too.
And the world's fate, and he
Says that all futures can be
Changed.
With a will. a will.
Greg K. Puckett

nothing but clouds-again

i want to leave
this room; unfinished pages. half
chewed rawhide bones. consumed
poets, never-sent letters. . .
step outside my useless headache
and into the forest.
this women's voice, this beat
fills the room, I climb inside, swim
around, don't ever need to leave.
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1walk through the trees
that grow where 1
once grewwhere we begged to understand each other,
screamed to be understoodi gather echoes
as fallen leaves,
let them bum in my mind-smoke
fOnning clouds
to fill a desolate sky
where no artist can paint them.
need to go away a long time
to come to understand why crying seagulls are
empty swings-creaklng in the night wind,
to be in my life
as if it were a race car
almost out of control.
drink it as a glass ofwlne. tasting every
tiny sip.
climb inside it as a druzn-. a beat
getting deeper...
Be a blob of clay
spinning up into its form
i

like when everything happens at once
and i don't know what I'm in
till I'm out.
caitlin pugh
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Fighting
Everybody hates something. The klan hates everybody darker than
them. I hate everybody happier than me. My mother hates my hair. I'm
Ustening to her bitch about it right now, as a matter of fact.
"Why can't you Just get it trimmed. Matt?"
"Why do we have to talk about this?" Cows slide past. heads down
in the tangled brown that drought makes from grass. The wires trace lines
in the air, hissing as we head down the road. The speedometer needle dances
up.
"Because you start at a new school this week, and I want you to at
least give it a try this time. Make some friends, try to get along ..."
HI don't want to get a haircut." My hand pushes the offending folllcles
out of my face. I can't hear the sigh I know she let loose, but the needle on
the speedo drops, a little Silver blinding white against the black plasUc and
neon green numbers. "I don't see what the big deal is, anyway, what it
matters. Nobody liked me at Park View, nobody will like me at East. What
does my hair have to do with it?" The speedo dips as we hit the potholes on
ReselVoir. Wendy waves at me as I look out the Window, then changes to a
CVS sign.
"You're just like your father."
"He hasn't got any hair at all."
"Don't be a smartass! You always have to have the last word. no
matter what. don't you?!" Her nose twitches like a rabbit's, and that black
hair of hers I envy has in loose strands pulled free from her pony taU. They
curl around her eyes, and I want to apologize, say I'll be good, tell her I'm
sorry, but it would all be a lie.
"NowlfI say anything, you win. Enjoy your win. Jpull the door open
carefully, gripping the handle like I'm helping Grandma onto the daycare bus
and pulling so I don't break it again. The foam rubber follows me out of the
seat as 1 stand up and get out of the car. "I'm walking home tonight."
"Do you have your key?"
"Yes." I can tell she wants me to reach in and hug her like I used to,
but we both know I won't in front of the whole school. Grey lines her hair.
When did she get so old?
"I love you, Matt."
"I love you too."
The door slams shut. and echoes all day.
Matthew W. Rossi III
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Some Time With Illy IIIother

I'm dreaming
of the night
we met in the kitchen
the IJghts and
the room are
dJrnyellow
and warm
the late hour was
loud on the clock
the purr of the refrigerator
we ate cheese and crackers
the cats waiting on the counter
their tails
swishing like lures
coaxing us
to go back to bed
and we talk
about nothing
because there is no need
I would say
I love these times
they are like a secret
held hushed in the night
you take them back
to bed with you
and I'll follow
careful of the third
stair from the top
it would call out
in the quiet
we made
of the night
Shannon SasSi
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The Blues Singer

The iridescent. azure neon logo glistered into his bloodshot eyes. as
he drove past. He found himself inexplicably hooked and decIded to stop.
his action definitely an impulse buy. He downshifted. hung a sharp U-turn.
and eased his roadster back up the ebony. yellow striped asphalt to the
cabaret. Tired. he had m1les to go before he could sleep.
InsIde. the clapboard. LouisIana bistro was Old South garish. the
decorative appointments overworked. too crassly desIgned to be seductive
for his tastes.
He might have turned and left. but found himself unable to do that.
Ambling over to a fll1greed wrought-Iron table. off set like an outcast
near the stage. he ordered a dozen blue points on the half shell and a
schooner of beer; the latter came-a pleasant surprise-in a frozen mug.
the rim edged in rime.
The chilled oysters slid down his throat easily. fresh as they usually
are near the big river delta and the sea. He badgered the waItress without
commitment-Intrigued with her accent. but unmoved by her scanty
uniform-before accepting the two-for-one specIal on the delectable draft
last call before the mUSic. when the prices stiffened.
"Who's playing?~ he casually asked.
"A blues singer.~ came the laconIc reply.
Some promotion. he thought. when the server had left. The
performer must be a superstar.
He might have left then but found himself unable to do so.
When the performance began a few moments later. his expectatlon
of an aging black gentleman who would share with his audience the art of
seducing a twelve string guitar. some callous expertences ofHfe in the deep
south. maybe a story or two of lost love. tarnished by the perfidy of the
h uman heart-was not met. The blues singer who did actually see the singer
take the stage behind the veil of his preoccupation; suddenly. she was there
adjusting the mike. which she fingered with cool. yet erotic. detachment.
She was unaccompanIed. except by a back track machine. She had
drawn a bar stool into position and sIdled to the mIcrophone; without
Introduction. she began to sing.
Slowly. he allowed the blue point. impaled on the end of his fork and
dripping with hot sauce. a measure return to his plate. He reached for his
beer and gulped a hefty swallow. The blues singer was strikingly beautiful
In the subdued pastellightlng that softly illuminated the stage. but he could
apprecIate the betrayal of age in the subtle detailing of a tarnished face. The
blues singer's lips were full and glistening within the compass of a muted
spotlight; these pouting lips gave her face a manipulative command of the
enunciation of sound. as they teaSingly approached and then withdrew from
the black head of the mike.
The blues singer's body was one she obviously lived in easily; she
used her body expertly. as she began to interpret her song.' He found that
he had not been listening to the initial stanza. so mesmertzed had he become
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by the blues singer's expressively melancholy eyes, which were magnetically
locked upon his.
Finally, the music began to reach him. The experience was over
whelmingly pleasurable, but Simultaneously unsettling. Never before had
a perfOrming artist sung so directly him alone. The cold beer had given him
a noticeable rush, logically a consequence of boredom and road fatigue.
He leaned back Into his chair, as the song of the blues sIngerwafi.ed
over him like a stream of warm spring rain. The notes seemed to be taking
origin In the mists rising out of the bayous, taking flight like a low flying
formation of sea birds assuming a ftlmyveneer of sadness and pain as they
flew. Innocence seemed buffeted In the throaty turbulence that each cast off
note brought to his ears, the sound searing through him, bearing down on
him like anvils of oppressive, yet welcome anguish. As they slid across the
smoky space between the blues Singer's world and his own. the notes cried
out of poor loves abandoned In the voices of creatures entreating mournfully
beneath a yellow harvest moon. Emulating the million silver throated love
songs of the mockingbird. the blues singer sang of unrequited devotion. of
betrayal. of the missed opportunities of spirits who fail to meet at their
crossings; she also sang of dusky lust oozing from the sultry heat of the
bayous. He felt that he should leave. but he found he could not.
The sonorous tones pirouetted through the air in a dance of music
like nothing he had nothing he had ever heard before. Was it the blue points,
the beer. or the blues that was making him feel so involved? The blues Singer
continued to empty her heart; she placed herstory into the undulating waves
washing in fluid sympathy across his jaded and callous sensibilities; he
fought to constrain himself from weeping- which he never did. The blues
Singer was offering him her song. her life. no doubt her love. should he ask
for it. He thought about Maggie May. of Venus and Adonis. ofPhaedra and
Hippolytus. He fantaSized making love to the blues singer later upon some
bed of unmitigated pleasure. offering her solace. temporary alleviation of the
wrenching loneliness In the empty places from which she was giving wing to
her song. He traced the aging hollows of her eyes with an imaginary.
tremulous hand. and watched the heaving inviting rise and fall of her
breasts, as the blues singer brought her story to a lingering close.
She seemed to be impaling each of herfinal notes upon reeds swaying
somewhere in the sultry summer air that was OOzing In through the open
window, oozing inform the ancient that lay steaming behind the Blue POints.
~, and the Blues bar.
As the blues singer's song ended to anemic and reluctant applause.
a small flying thing was incinerated by an unshaded light bulb suspended
high above the stage and fell through the shimmering darkness of the stage
lights to the impenetrability of nonexistence.
Unable to remove his eyes from those of the blues Singer. he blindly
fumbled for a twenty dollar bill. which he gently placed Into a crystal bowl
upon the stage: then he rose and left the cabaret. his heart racing with
unaccustomed anxiety. He reached the protective mantle of the humid delta
night. where he soon found solace In the monotonous, sinuous track of a
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seemingly endless road.
Watching himgo, the blues singer readjusted her mike; she surveyed
the darkened room, perhaps in search of a better prospect. She softly cleared
her throat, anticipating another sad, but hopeful song.
Paul Seifert, M.D.

Ebony Boys

A little girl's standing on the sidewalk
with blight sponge eyes
made of clear glass.
She's waiting for a cloud in the sky
waiting for the monsters to come
shaped like the devil.
She's waiting because
the box of flickertng screens
and the grown-up statistics
preaching of grown-up tales
and the smiling man with blood dripping hands
that tucks her into bed at night
told her the monsters wou1d come
now or later.
So she thinks: why should I run?
A little girl's waiting on the Sidewalk
with blight sponge eyes
made of stained glass.
She's looking in the sky for a cloud.
She's been waiting for the monsters to come
shaped like dark roses.
She stays away from the neighborhood boys
with their water-gun toys.
Flickering screens say they're all the same
with their smiling faces
and empty hands
made for stealing, or so they say.
One dId and that's enough.
BUlboard statiStics say beware
the monsters are everywhere
in their diSguiSes of sweet. bloody
strawberry faces.
But don't be scared
you're only a child, just beware
they could be anywhere.
(in all the ebony boys.)
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A little girl's shivering on the sidewalk
with bright stone eyes
made of white stained glass.
She's waiting for white clouds to tum gray
shaped like angels
with raven crow wings
forgetting there was ever blue to begin with.
And the smiling man tucks her into a jar
daring the monsters to smash it
and steal her away.
And he tries to wipe permanent blood
of ebony neighborhood boys from his hands
and his badge
so she doesn't understand.
A little girl's dying on the sidewalk

with dimmed stone eyes
made of white stained glass.
She was waiting for monsters in gray clouds
and ebony boys
right where the flickering screens.
and the cold, closed statistics
of made-up grown-up tales.
and the crying man.
that tried to protect her.
told her monsters would be.
Instead they leapt from the blue
and the screens. bUlboards. tales
and blood dripping hands.
leapt into her once color-blind eyes
making them as blood-stained
as monsters.
ReenaShah

Portrait of the Homeless Man
We are the ones you see in the misty back alleys
on the Sidewalk midnight
in the garbage can clothes and faces
as you walk etherised through the streets
through us like ghosts
to penthouse apartments on faithless shores
of waveless oceans
and your footprints in the sand
wash away like a flame
in a hurricane.
You walk by without a a glance.
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as if these crowded. nameless, city streets
could hurt you more than yourself.
Inside you know we have more
in these garbage cans
than in your pretty apartments.
More than stylish clothes
and gold teeth and sUver clars.
Love is found in a garbage can,
compassion in an orange peel
and life in a rotten apple.
But you walk on by
as if you are not
the homeless man, the fallen man.
ReenaShah

Mortality Confronted
It takes effort now
After twenty-one years
To keep our fights going
That desperate murderous rage
Reserved for marriage
When the awful powerlessness of chUdhood
Bubbles up in a seartng third degree steam
And scorches our relationship
For days on end.

Instead
We vac1llate back and forth
Like diStracted boxers
Continually reminded
Of the last round
The ultimate awesome powerlessness
Gaining on us
Lurking
Waiting to boU over
Somewhere tomorrow.
Finally,
Humbled, weakened by the spectre
We tenderly resurrect our love
Its sweetness
The most powerful weapon
Triumphantly overwhelms the biggest adversary of all.
DianaSher
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CUmbing the Bus Stairs

Roma lifted her right hand to the steel railing on the bus door. Her
bulging black vinyl purse swung erratically from her right forearm. The bus
driver held her left hand and guided her up the steps from where he stood
on the tarmac. "There's no doubt about it now, honey," she thought to
herself. "You are old." Her hipbones shifted painfully with each stair, and
she chose the seat right behind the driver.
She always liked talking to the driver anyway. You weren't supposed
to, but what the heck. You only live once, as Kendrick used to say.
Roma settled into her seat. Not as comfortable as her 'IV chair back
home, but it'd do. She breathed deeply. The bus smelled faintly sour, but
she'd smelled worse. A small balled up piece of foil sat in the middle of the
aisle a few seats back. An old man two seats behind her pulled a box of fried
chicken from a paper bag. Roma was glad she'd eaten already. She watched
the man devour an entire chicken leg, bones and all, before the bus even
started. She faced front again.
The driver started the engine. He seemed like such a nice young man.
About 45. The same age as her Kendra. She was supposed to be the
youngest, Kendra, so Roma had named her after her husband, Kendrick.
Sort of an apology for no juniors. And then 10 and behold there was Ricky,
not two years later. Kendrick, Jr. after all. Go and figure.
Kendra and the kids waved goodbye to her from the terminal. She
waved back until she had to stop to keep her balance as the Greyhound
lurched forward. She wondered if Kendra felt the same sense of relief that
she did at her leaving. Not that she didn't enjoy viSiting with her Savannah
grandchildren, wild as they were. But after a week of not knowing when
supper would be set on the table or who would be there to eat it, she was
looking forward to her own comfortable routine.
She thought back to the bus ride to Savannah. She had watched the
mountains fade in the dusky haze cast by hot asphalt. She had looked back
at the place where the mountains met and the town sat. She thought it
looked more like the cleavage between a woman's breasts than an animal's
swayed back. She supposed, though, she'd rather live in a place called
Swayback, Georgia, than one called Cleavage, Georgia.
Roma looked at the back of the driver's neck. Clean. She asked him
his name. "Danny Hurley, ma'am.fi Polite, too.
"Good to meet you, Danny Hurley. M' name's Roma Corbin."
"Nice to meet you."
"Where you from?"
"Lavina. How 'bout you, ma'am?"
"Swayback." They rode a few moments in silence before Roma asked,
"You got some land up there in Lavina?"
"Yes, ma'am, got about five acres."
"Are ya married?"
"Hm-hmm. Got three kids. Two boys and a little girl. DaVid, Donny
and Danielle."
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lhat's nice. How old are they?"
"Dave's 12; Donny's 9; and Danielle, she's 5. Shejust won the Little
Miss Pageant. That's her pitcher up there." He pointed to a snapshot of a
child in crinolines and MruyJane's holding a trophy nearly as tall as she was.
Roma had to squint to see it.
"Cute," she said. "My daughter Kendra. she lives in Savannah. I was
just visiting her. She's got just the opposite. Two girls an a boy."
"Is that right?"
"Hm-hmm. Her oldest, Lauren. is 13. Never got a "B" in her entire
life."
"Wish my kids was that smart."
"And her middle one, Carrie, she's 11. She can already beat her
daddy at tennis."
"Now there's a game I don't understand. I mean, it just ain't practical.
Ya can't get twenty kids out on a tennis court at one time. Not like baseball
or football. I guess it's okay fer girls, though."
"Well. she certainly crazy about it. Now, Brian, Kendra's boy, he's a
real good ball player. He played Little League last year."
"Yeah, my boys play ball. They keep want' me to coach but I cain't.
ya know, 'cause a bein' on the road an' all. It's hard sometimes tellin' 'em
no like that. "SpeCially when I'd like nuthin' better than to be out there
teachin' 'em how to slide and steal bases an' such."
"Bless your heart." Another moment or two passed. "Does your wife
work. Mr. Hurley?"
"Ves, ma'am. she shore does. down at a chicken plat in Canton."
"She drives from Lavinia to Canton every day?"
Danny Hurley nodded.
"I don't know how you young folks do it today. Between the kids and
workin'. My Kendra. she teaches English at the junior college there in
Savannah. When my kids were comin' along, it wasn't like I didn't work. I
did. Fortyyears at the carpet mut there in Lavinia. Drove in from Swayback.
It was a long way back then without the good roads we got now."
"Yes, ma'am."
"When I first started there, they had me runnin' the yam winders. By
the time I retired I was running the whole mill offic:.e."
"Va don't say?"
"Yep. But. you know, it was different back then. Ya always had your
famUyto help and you could get a black teenager to look afteryouryoung'uns
for next to nothing. Nowadays only rich folks can afford help like that.
Kendra and Dean sure can't. Why. they've been struggling to make ends
meet from the get-go. You'd think they'd pay college professors better."
"Sure 'nough."
Dean taught college algebra. Roma looked through one of his
textbooks once, trying to decipher the jumble of letter and numbers. The
letters, Dean had explained patiently when she'd asked, represented vari
ables unknown numbers. How, she wondered, could numbers be unknown
or vary? Numbers were the one thing in life you could count on. They either
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were or they weren't. They existed in Just the same sort of order as they
always had, and you could always find them.
Something in the way Dean had saidthe Unknown Number so solidly
put her in mind of something she and Kendrick had seen once on a trip to
Washington. D.C .. that they'd taken with their Sunday School class: the
Tomb of the Unknown Solder. Kendrick had been especially interested in
that particular sight. Sort of a professional interest, you might say.
Most of theirmarrted life, Kendrick had carned home slabs ofmarble
from the quarrtes and chipped and filed away at them. He carved them, then
polished them smooth as varnish. Tombstones. Headstones. They sat in
the front yard. facing the two-lane state highway, waiting for someone to say,
"Yes, that's what I want to mark my place for eternity." Even now, a year
after his death. one headstone remained. Made for a couple {a double
header, Roma had teased him), it was. she thought, a pink marble monstros
ity. Roma had told Kendrick as he had sculpted it that no one would ever
buy It. It was too big. Too pink. Too gaudy.
She had sold all the others that Kendrick had left behind. even one
he hadn't finished, and she had had an offer on the double-header. But
something kept her from selling. The same something that kept her from
removing it from the yard. For the past year. she had gone out every night,
even in the rain or fog, to run her hands over its pink, cold, still surface
polished and rough at the same time.
Roma looked out the windshield at the billboards and the green
highway signs. They passed a milemarker every so often. She began to count
them. but after the third or fourth one, she drifted off and woke up to fin that
they were no longer on the interstate but already on the state highway.
"Where are we. Mr. Hurley?"
"Right outside of Dublin. Mtz Corbin. It's our first stop...
"Then it's Milledgeville, right?"
"Well, actually, we'll be stoppin' next right outside ofM1lledgev1lle at
Hardwick."
"Hardwick?"
"Yep. The women's prison."
"That's where they've got Josie Keenan."
"The one as poisoned her family a couple of years ago?" asked Danny
Hurley.
"Well, she tried to. Only one she actually killed was her husband.
She tried to kill her daughter, Laurie, but it didn't work."
"It didn't?"
"Sure dIdn't. And that's when they caught her. Only she flew the
coop up to Delaware an then down to Texas and Lord knows where all.
"Course they finally did catch her an' all an' so there she Sits in whatzit."
"HardwiCk."
"Hardwick."
"You sure know a awful lot about this Josie person, Miz Corbin."
"Well. honey, I worked with her for years."
"Really? Could you tell she was a killer way back when?"
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"I wouldn't say 'killer,' no, but somethingjust wasn't right about her.
I mean, 1think she slept with every fella in the carpet mill. She had an affair
with the head guy the whole time and everybody knew it. She'd do stufflike
write bad checks an' he'd pay her bail. So would half the men at the mm.
Only woman 1 know who actually made money going to jail. M
Danny Hurley laughed appreciatively as he wheeled up to the curb
at the Dublin bus station. Rama took advantage of the stop to stretch her
legs and to use the facilities even though it meant climbing the stairs again.
By the time she got back to the bus, Danny Hurley was already back In hIs
seat ready to start the engInes again.
"I'm sorry 1 took so long, Mr. Hurley."
'lhat's okay. We're runnln' a little ahead of schedule anyway. Made
good time on the interstate."
"How long before the next stop?"
"Usually takes about forty-five minutes or so. Not 10ng. M
"What are we doin' stoppin' at whatzit anyway?"
"At Hardwick? Pickin' up a pris'ner-Iady they're lettin' out."
"Not Josie, 1 hope,M said Rama.
"Nah, I don't reckon she's been in there long enough."
"Ya never know the way they parole folks these days. MRama sat back
and began looking at the btllboards again.
Before she knew it they we're in front of a Circular steel fence,
concertina wire atop it, surrounding several brick and concrete bUildings.
the place seemed frantic with activity. Guars were herding the prisoners
inside. A tiny young black woman with a beat-up suitcase stood right
outside the gate by the side of the road, looking at the bus like she might bust
out crying at any moment. You could tell it was all she could do to wait for
Danny Hurley to grab the lever and pull open the door.
For all her eagerness, the young woman climbed the stairs slowly,
looking first at Danny Hurley, then at Roma and all the way back to the last
seat on the bus. Roma couldn't help but follow her gaze. And she realized
that the seat next to her was one of the few remaining.
"Here. honey. you come sit right here. "Bout the only place left." said
Rama. The woman nodded her thanks as Danny Hurley punched a hole in
her ticket. She slid into the seat beSide Roma and put her tiny battered
suitcase in front of her. "Don't you want to put that on the luggage rack?"
"No, ma'am, it's okay."
Danny Hurley started the bus down the road again.
"What was going on back there?" Rama turned to her seatmate.
"I dunno. They did all my paperwork and everything, let me out the
gate, and then aUs of a sudden they're runnln' around like that. Somebody
musta done somethin' pretty bad. 1 don't care 'bout that no more. Don't
gotta. I'm out. M
"What were ya in for?M
"Shopliftin'. Took a couple of cans of tuna fish and got the wrong
judge."
Roma nodded. Her Sister Susannah's boy, Roger, once stole some
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baseballs, but that was just a prank. He didn't get sent off. Stealing
something out of need is another story altogether, she thought.
"I'm Miz Corbin," Rama said to her seatmate.
The young woman stuck out her hand and said, "My name's Ruth.
It's nice to meet you. "
"Did ya ever meet Josie Keenan in there?"
"Yeah."
"She gettln' along okay?"
Ruth's eyes got large and then narrowed. "You a friend o' hers?"
Rama shook her head. "Kin?"
"No. I just worked with her before she got caught."
"Oh." Ruth stared down at her feet, crammed up agaInst the old
suitcase. "I tell you one thIng. Josie Keenan is a habituall1ar."
She looked at Roma with a sideways glance. She leaned forward and
opened up the suitcase as it stood upright. She pulled out a battered black
leather Bible and a rolled up pIece of paper. "Two things I did while I was
in there. Read every page of this Bible my Aunt Eva give me. And 1 got thIs."
She held up the paper.
Roma could see now that there was a pIece of red ribbon tied around
it. "A diploma?"
"Yep. First one In my family to get one. And I got it in prison. I can
read real good now, but I'm better at numbers. I got all the way to
trigonometry in there," she said, sUcking her thumb out behind her toward
the back of the bus and the prison. "Just like lookin' for lost treasure or
somethin', fIgurin' out what number goes in the spot you're lookin' at. Yep,
numbers Is as certain and mysterious as death itself."
Rama heard Danny Hurley shout abruptly, and then the bus
screeched stUl. A ghost of a woman, wild, wide-eyed peered into the door of
the bus, mouthing something like a mute. For a time she seemed suspended
in the air as if she were floating inwater, struggling to stay in the same place.
Then Rama realized with amazement that she was hanging onto the large
side view mirror of the bus.
"U's Josie." Ruth's words spread softly through the air, ethereal as
the woman staring in the door.
"It most certainly is not," Rama saId. BeSide her, Ruth said nothing
further. The woman at the door disappeared.
Someone in the backsaid , "There she goes into the woods: but Roma
could not see her any longer.
The bus started moving again and it was miles down the road before
Danny Hurley saId, "She must have gotten on the mirror when we stopped
at a traffic light or something."
"Yep," said Ruth, and she opened up the BIble In her lap to the Book
of Psalms.
Roma sat back in her seat, wondering if that ghost of a woman could
have been Josle indeed. Maybe, she thought. prison had turned her into that
insubstantial creature at the bus door. It'd been a long time Since Roma had
seen her Since before Kendrick died.
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She remembered the first months after his death. At first, the grief
was solid and physical as if she had swallowed an ice cube whole. the sharp
edges scratching her throat and the whole thing landing. hard and cold in
the middle of her chest. It melted. slowly. and sometimes she felt it was still
there. Whole. Solid. Cold.
Sometimes she thought she saw Kendrick. Walking ahead of her in
front of the Super-V Five & Dime in Swayback. Her dreams were ruled with
him. doing everyday things: mowing the lawn. crunching the ice in his tea
as he watched game shows on the television, openingJars for her. Mostly she
saw him. though, with a hammer and a chisel. drawing letters and numbers
from pink marble. Buffing them until they were perfectly fonned. perfectly
smooth. until he knew where they were on the stone without looking down.
He was solid then. solid and real. More solid. more real. more known than
the young woman beside her who'd found God and trigonometry in prison.
more real than Danny Hurley who couldn't stay home long enough to coach
Little League and more real than Josie who escaped from prison as a ghost.
She must have dozed, because suddenly Danny Hurley was saying.
"Miz Corbin. Miz Corbin, we're in Swayback now: and Ruth was touching
her ever so slightly. Her neck was stiff and she rubbed it as she stood up.
Ruth stood up. too, moVing her suitcase with her into the aisle, so that Roma
could get by her.
Danny Hurley opened the bus door and walked down the steps first
so he could get the luggage out from where it was stored insIde the bus.
underneath all the seats. Roma took the stairs one slow, paInful step at a
time, her purse dangling heavUy on her ann. She wondered if Ricky would
help her move the pink double-header where it belonged. After she found
somebody to put her and Kendrick's names and dates on it with just the one
date unknown.
Margaret Shippen
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Thought

A sIdelong wink
a gentle kiss
a sigh that has no meaning
walking along trees
embracing in the sheets
and talking until the sunrise
A fabled story of knights and nights
where you are the lost and I the savior
I sit and stare through darkened hour
my thoughts caress your every line
the dusky hair that frames your face
a smooth and shapely lip
The sweetly tinted fragrance
that sheaths your skin
fills my mind with wild thoughts
of far off lands
and walking through a field
When allIs lost
and light has left
I look to you
and hope returns
Bryan Slowick

1981

You were always echoIng.
I have always searched for you.
Shyly now I make you welcome.
TerTia Smith
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To The Unknown Lover

Dreamt of you again.
Why persist in this haunting?
I need a forgetting deep sleep.
Felt joyous anns around me. gentle
fingertip tracing a line down my stomach.
I tire of the languor you kindle.
leave my dreams and my dark embrace.
I never find you
but I dream...
It would be better not
to wake
yet I wake
to find
I've never lain in bed with you.
Tenia Smith
Genealogy

Grandpa
rode the bay mare
Jenny all the way from
Arkansas to Oregon at
age three.
Father
raised cattle.
sheep. wheat, six children. and
a whole lot of hell.
But I
don't know how to
raise hell or pioneer it
across the country. I grow fat
and tame.
Tenia Smith
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Changes In Spring
With the sun's rising, the Earth turns, is turned
by the plow. The woods wann with Ught: blood-red
buds tip every branch. the grass is always
greener now. Earth browner. The sky bluer.
Flowers leap. It is a cacophony
of color.
Madness prevails.
A snow goose
passes low over the barnyard again
and again, calling a mate clearly lost
during the long flight north. A dead tree falls
in the woods giving birth to a raccoon
fat with young. Nothing is quite as it was.
Each day brings surprise. Clouds laugh in the sky.
Matthew J. Spireng

Painted Bridge
InvisibUity came with frequent
crossing, the sUver and rust reflected
off water unseen in a steely way
as if the I-beams, the rivets and welds
mattered less than the river below. I
no longer saw the way across, never
knowing the difficulty of crossing
untU its changes are felt - eyes going
at 40. and the rest comes fast. But here.
what's this? The bridge unseen painted pastel
blue, obvious as a man's dull dead eye,
no longer silver and rust reflected,
more substantial in its sudden softening.
Matthew J. Spireng
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Distorted
Once upon a time
A father touched his son
No pelVerted intentions
No harm was meant or done
Once upon a time
A daughter kissed her mother's cheek
An open show of affection
That she's now compelled to sneak
Once upon a time
Two friends walked hand in hand
Twisted by some evil words
Isn't gossip grand
Judy Stone

These Eyes are Not my Father's
3:30
The teacher enters.
Cheeks and nose are burned from the wind.
White hair is receding
beard perfectly trtmmed.
He is handsome.
The worn jeans. the stained work boots
the flannel shirt. the black captain hat
and the red and black hunting coat
remind me of you.

The teacher begins
his stories.
they remind me of the ones
you used to tell. night after night.
I am waiting for him.
waIting for him to pour the whiskey
the drink that took you from me.
Square large-framed glasses
dangled from a thin black string
around his neck.
That same string connects
me to you.
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Sitting forward in my seat
I stare anxiously
into those blue eyes.
but he is not you.
His perfectly tr1rnrned beard
does not belong to you.
The handsome Irtsh man
continues to tell his stories
and I stare into eyes
that are not yours.
DIana Delano Taft

Mornings with Mephistopheles
I know that coffee

is the beverage of small demons
I feel them dancing

in spike heels
against my synapses
riding pogo sticks
through the soft
liquid centers of my eyes
Later I will discuss
matters metaphySically
metaphorically musically
magnificently like Goethe
in a Leipzig Kaffeehaus
as my wits are gathered by
cafe latte con leche mit milch
I make my Faustian deal

each morping and
drtnk to you
little devils
in this life
pain Is the perfect
stimulant
Nancy Ellis Taylor
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Maple St.

In the backyard of myoId house
On Maple St.
There was a boulder
Not Just any boulder though
This was my Big Rock. And it was tall
And wide and had handholds so I could climb it
From the top I could see into the second floor
And watch as my Sister talked on the phone
While I was on the rock, king of the h1l1
It was at times a mountain
Which I could conquer and tame to my w1l1
It was a spaceship soaring the stars
To save the universe

And right next to the boulder
There was a sand pit
From a pool that once stood there
It was there that I made
The castles of my dreams
Where I could sculpt my fantasIes

The castles would last until the wind
Or rain
Or experience would wear them down
The boulder is still there
Sand pit too
I went by the other day to see how they were dOing
All that I saw was a rock
and a pit full of coarse sand
I realized that my childhood is over
That there are new rocks to climb
New castles to sculpt.
SteueTyler
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Glass and Porcelain
Statuesque figurines pose endlessly on
a plastic shelf. my darling lady walking
a Collie. my heart of quartz is adJustableShe is lovely wearing pink and white
porcelain silkOur bond is of tmmemorlalimportance.
a feminine smile is constant. never a frownA boy and a girl share a lasting embrace.
in a quaint motel room they spend Tuesday
morning and Thursday afternoonA whim of a lovers' confmnation she
will always embrace close to her heart;
to be more like us will not become
our scrutiny. an affair of the mind is
invalid and often deceiving.
Harry L. Vevle
Sky, Rain, Rainbow

He hated my hair
one meter of the auburn stuff
that took a decade
of my life
to grow
Princess rope
He didn't want to know why
I grew my hair
He never asked for my secrets:
"A foot shorter would be better. It's out of style you know."
He smirked at my snake bracelets.
I love my snakes
Santa Cruz
Via Alaska
with my lost friend Lynne.
He never thought my snakes
might tie to my heartHe remembered Eve with the apple
not happily
but he did not ask me why
I loved anything.
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He cringed at my beaded Mt. Shasta earring
that the lovers of the purple volcano had
created--sacrament.
"You've only got orlff?" he said honifled.
But most of all he hated my free feet.
"Your biological clock Is ticking," he said so much the bore.
"Statistics say a 28 year old woman who is unmarried
wlll rarely find a mate."
I'm no stranger to sweetness
softly saying no, no. no. no, no.
to the golden band that binds
in a diamond death
I stopped counting how many asked
I count snakes and volcanoes and countries I've seen
I count inches of my hair sometimes too
And in moments of darkness that we all must ride among
I remind myself that Truth must always win
or I lose.
Here I told him how many had asked for my heart
"A stubborn. strong-wllled woman like you," his eyes said.

"Who would ask?
Clearly he was confused by Life for a moment
as if he had walked into Araby
the exotic market
and finding nothing to buy amongst the
fragrant sensual products
he stood incensed. confused.
I am sony.
I was not dull enough for you
to love.
I was too passionate
wanting too much sex. too much spirit. too much variety. too much
sky. rain. rainbow.
V. Q. Wallick
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The Sanctuary
Drops of perspiration trtckled down between my breasts as I sat
under the shady. protective arms of a massive oak tree and squinted at the
sw1mmJng pool. My eyes burned from the white hot sun bouncing off the
motionless water like a signal off of a mirror in an old Western movie. The
great. blue gaping mouth of the pool hung suspended against the cloudless
sky. anchored to this world by one comer of the shimmertng white granite
terrace. A bee droned around the sweating lemonade glass on the concrete
bench beSide me.
The droning grew louder and louder until all I could hear was it and
the blood pumping in my ears. Louder and louder and louder. I put my
hands over my ears, but the sound wouldn't stop. It grew deafening and
became the rhythmic whump. whump. whump of the rescue helicopter
drawing closer and closer. reflecting in the water like a dark ugly bug.
The rtpples began as tiny concentrtc circles distorting the image of
the helicopter in the water. then became white caps as the growling machine
approached the terrace. creating a storm above the water.
I left the sanctuary of the tree and tentatively approached the
emotionless water. The only reflection was my own. I sat on the edge of the
pool. feeling its heat. and dangled my feet in the water. Kick. Sparkles
floated up and kissed my face with coolness. I kicked again. A spray like
a rooster tail arced through the air. over my head to the terrace behind me.
The sound of the water hitting the terrace was like that of the water
sprtnkler Tommy used to run through, laughing and squealing with the joy
and delight of a three-year old in love with the world.
The sound of the water hItting the terrace is the water running from
Tommy's mouth when I pumped hiS thin arms. It spews from his mouth and
runs under his face on the hot granite lip ofthe sw1mm1ng pool. That little
face under the blond hair bleached white by the summer sun. That little face
that makes my world glow when it breaks into its grtn.
tommy! Tommmmeeee!B
HiS sturdy little body is now tiny and fragile. I turn him over and his
head thumps hollowly against the granite. I put my left hand under his neck
an raIse hIs chIn up. Pinching his nose. I place my lips over his and breathe
my warming air through his cold, blue lips. I stop and place both hands
together. palms down. and push against his bony chest.. One. two. three.
four. five Urnes. Then I breathe into him again. Then push. two. three. four.
five.
"Breathe. dammit, breathe."
Ups over his. Blow my life into him.
tommy, my son, breathe!"
Push. Push.
"Oh little heart. my heart. please pump!"
Breathe into him. Push five. Breathe. Push. Breathe. Push.
"Oh. god. somebody help me please. Oh, God. Oh, God. help me'"
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The blood pumps loudly in my ears. My throat aches from pushed
back screams. Breathe into him. "Come on. Tommy. come on.
The shadows grow longer. bluer, colder. The body beneath me is sUllo
His lips taste salty as my tears mJ.ngle with his death smell. Paramedics,
helicopter, hospital, grave.
ft

The bee is gone. The world is silent. stnl.
"Oh, Tommy. my son. we're both cold now. I am a green glass wall.
cold to touch. Smooth. Hard. Brittle. and you are the warm breeze kissing
my face."
I dive into the water. No longer cool. It is the warmth of my womb
as Tommy grew there. It flows around me. caresses me. Soft, silky. Its
velvety warmth enfolds me. I am Tommy in my womb. hearing the rhythmic
beat of my mother's heart. I am safe, protected. The water closes over my
head. Dark. Warm.
MaryO. Wier

The Scream

I had two lives when I grew up In the fiftieS. One was my ChIcago life,
the other was in Wisconsin. The kids I went to school with in the city didn't .
have the variety, but somehow. out of no better means. my folks had
managed the little summer cottage and the four lots it stood on near a small
lake. I always feltlucky aboutit: I could huntfrogs. fish. explore woods. build
tree forts, go out in our rowboat imagining myself a pirate. But one night
Wisconsin showed me something about death that Chicago never would.
Death in the city was a ritual. The wakes would be three days long
and if you were a family member you were expected to show up and stay a
few hours each night. Forme, a boy of nine. it seemed like a twelve hour ride
in a car. Had anyone ever died whom I was close to it might have been
different. but as it turned out they were always distant. people I didn't really
know. So I'd sit there in my suit. the shirt collar cutting into my neck like
a noose, while my parents introduced me to dozens and dozens of people
they seemed to feel I had to meet.
Through it all there was the corpse. resting up front like an
overgrown. plastic statue. It looked dignified. I'll say that for it although
there were times I'd start to imagine things. The body suddenly opening its
eyes. sitting up, looking around for awhile and thenjumping out of the coffin
to join in on the talking that was going on all over the room. Hell. that's what
I'd have wanted to do-who'd want to just lay there, not moving. missing
every word that was being said? I knew. of course, that it would never
happen. And so tranquil did the dead seem, that in my mind. going to a wake
was the same thing as gOing to a wedding: you wore a suit. you got bored,
you met people. And the center of attention, be it bride, groom or corpse all
seemed pretty content at the state they were in.
••••••••••
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U was a hot summer evening in nineteen fifty-five; we were on
highway 41, just across the state line. We spent weekends at the cottage
during the summer, leaving on Friday after my dad got home from work and
coming back on Sunday. U was usually an uneventful ride. In April of that
very year, I remember asking my dad a question.
MCan the car go off the road?"
MWhat do you mean?"
"If you let go ofthe wheel, would it still go straight?"
The question seemed to annoy him, but I was after a very fundamen
tal truth: how much control did we have over what we were dOing? Could
something like a car act in a way we didn't want it to?
MOf course it would go off the road! Why do you think I have to steer
it?"
"Ed," my mother snapped, "he's just asking."
"U's common sense," my father said back.
"He's only nine," she answered.
That August, it was as if Fate deCided to answered my question.
1 don't know why we stopped to look. Maybe it was because dozens
of other cars were pulling over and my dad was just instinctively following
the crowd. Maybe he was curious. Perhaps he was simply attracted to
something a little out of the ordinary. 1 don't think It was in response to
what I had asked: at times he could be somewhat impatient, but the cruelty
of showing me a wreck to make a point was something he would never do.
I remember the smell of the weeds as soon as we got out of the car:
they smelled fresh, a country smell, a different scent than you get from the
things ofthe city. We parked about a quarter of a mile from whatever it was
that had happened, and as we walked I saw a little ditch along the side of the
road that was filled with water. Then there were railroad tracks running next
to the side ofthe highway and finally, behind it all, a blackness that was no
doubt a field holding cornstalks about as large as very tall men.
As we got closer I noticed a concentration oflIghts and lots of people;
from what they were saying came pieces of information as to what had taken
place. A Burlington Northern freight train had clobbered a car at a spot
where the tracks crossed a small road. A sailor was trapped in the car and
they couldn't get him out. "Looks dead as a doornail," I heard someone say.
"Let's go back. Ed." my mother said.
"You're right," my father answered. "I don'tthinkwe should see this...
1 looked at both of them, stunned. 1 heard fear in their voices and 1
didn't understand. After dozens and dozens offunerals, what was bothering
them about his? 1 wanted to see the wreck, the train. what everyone was
talking about. U was as if they wanted to walk out on a Western before the
final shootout. For the first time in my life I made a conscious decision to
disobey.
1cut away and ran ahead towards the lights. We had only a little way
to go at that point. so reaching the scene of the crash only took several
moments. When I got there I stopped, looked. began to take it all in.
The train had T-boned the car in the middle, then dragged it about
two hundred yards past the crossing gates. There were a few cops around.
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but they dIdn't seem to hold anyone back, everyone was keeping their
distance as if there were an invisible cord set up to block them off. Two of
the cops were talking. one of them drinking a cup of coffee. the other one
taking deep drags from a cigarette. And so it all j ust stood there, like a still
shot: the train stuck into the side of the car. the car itself half leaning, bent
almost in two, the driver behind the wheel like a scarecrow pInned forever
in that position oflooking ahead. I tmagined my parentswere looking for me,
hopping mad, but I was determined to get a closer view.
I darted through the crowd and miraculously no one seemed to notice
me. When I got there, I could see him clearly; the huge spotlight from the
train engine was glaring through the window it had punched out in the rear
of the car and the light actually seemed to be coming from inside.
He was a black man, sitting back in the seat, splatters of red splashed
all over hIs whIte sailor's suit. His eyes were still open, like the eyes of a dead
fish; there was blood running from his left ear, a small trickle coming from
his mouth. But the thing was, at the moment. I simply knew he couldn't be
dead. I'd seen the dead and they were different: they seemed calm and
untroubled. while this guy looked like a big toy soldier someone had kicked
around and thrown into an alley. I put my hands on the side of the car and
pulled myself toward him, feeling some kind of mOisture on my palms.
"MiSter'" I called out.
Thenthe carmoved. probably from the weight of my leaning on it. and
suddenly his head sagged. it fell sideways at me, like he'd understood and
was trying to make a response. But instead of sound. all that came from his
mouth was a thick glob of blood and some white dots that may have been
teeth.
I jumped back and covered my mouth with my hands because I
thought I was going to throw up. I tripped, fell down. then heard people
yelling as my father had me by the shoulders and Ma was wiping blood from
my face and hands. We were stUl on the groan when I heard the sound.
At first it was a screech, a metallic type of grinding. as the train once
again tried to disengage itself from the car. Then the noiSes became confused
as wheels spun and metal tore and the resistance of steel to relentless
pressure began to moan and howl. But suddenly. over it all, came the shriek
of a human wail. It started loudly. turned to a groan, then stopped. It must
have lasted only ten seconds, but even before it came to an end my parents
had me up and were carrying me back to our car.
That night was thirty-seven years ago, but in a sense, my folks never
really did get me away from the sIte of that crash. Because there have been
times when life's punched me out or people that meant everything to me
finally wound up in those coffins. And then I'm back down there, lying In that
dew-wet Wisconsin grass, trembling, sick. wondering all over again about
silence and peace and what really lies on the other side of our cries.
PaulF. Wolf
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A Dream Like This Must Die

I was at a wake for a friend the other night, and I couldn't help but
notice that they had put make-up on her. If you saw anyone else wearing
this amount of make-up. you would say she looked good, But for Andrea.
she looked more like a clown. She never wore make·up, preferring to let the
white glow of her skin shine for all to see.
I knelt down by her casket, pretending to pray, The wake was a
blasphemy. Andrea didn't really care for God or the devil or any of that
voodoo Christianity crap. Her god was something more than just a statue
of a man hung on a cross. Jesus didn't die for our sins. He was hung up
for decoration, But Andrea's mother insisted on a nice little Catholic wake.
I looked at her body while I was on my knees. It was so thin. I could
practically wrap my left hand around her left ankle twice if I tried. The wake
was neither the time nor the place for that, ofcourse, but she sure was thin.
Everyone thought she was anorexic, but she always got her daily feed.
I looked at her face. Her eyes were shut. which was too bad. really,
because she had the loveliest green eyes. They would have matched the
green dress the mortIcian had dressed her in. I guess it would have been a
little too morbid for everyone if her eyes were open, though.
The green dress was absolutely raVishing. She never dressed this
nice alive. Her mom picked the dress out, I was told, which makes sense.
Her mom was always picking out clothes for her to wear. Of course, this was
the only time her mom would ever get to see her actually wear something she
had picked for her.
Around her neck was the locket I gave her when we dated in high
school. We had only dated a month, but I gave her the locket the second date
we went on, and she wore it every day since then. Five years later and it was
still on.
The locket was open to reveal a picture of my son, Andrew. He was
born on the same day some singer died ofa herOin overdose. Andrea felt that
my son could be this guy reIncarnated, so she named him Andrew Woodrow.
Andrea moved in to help me raise Andrew after my girlfriend, his
mother, dumped me for her proctologiSt. She babysat him during the day,
while I was at work.
At night, she worked at the local strip bar. She was known as the
Blue-Plate SpecIal because she only danced in blue light. Since she refused
to wear make-up, she looked ghost-like on-stage in the regular white
spotlights the dancers usually danced in. She hit on the idea of dancing
while bathed in her favorite color, and soon she became one of the most
popular dancers there.
She made some pretty good money, but she never wanted to stay.
She wanted to be a dancer like Chloe, her best friend in high school. Chloe
danced the table in the French Quarter after graduation. and was discovered
by some horny old man who also happened to be the director of a New York
ballet company. He liked the way Chloe moved, or something like that. and
he invited her to try out.
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Chloe had taken ballet all through high school. just like Andrea.
Andrea used to win all the awards for dancing. which made Chloe a bit
jealous. They both laughed it off. though, because that was the easy-going
type of ladies they were.
Chloe auditioned for the company's production of "Swan Lake." and
she got in. She moved to New York, moved in with the ballet director. moved
into a large studio apartment, and moved out ofAndrea's life. Every now and
then. Andrea would watch Chloe dance on some PBS special. and she would
cry a little bit.
But she wanted to be like Chloe. As she left: every night to go to the
strip joint, she would say a prayerto hergod. hoping that some ballet director
would walk in and see her move and give her the chance she so desperately
needed to break out of her blues.
She started dating this guy George. who was a regular at the bar. The
relationship only lasted a month and a half, and all she got out of it was
pregnant and addicted to heroin. The child went away three months later.
but the heroin stayed in her system. She made good money at the strip joint.
but it was all pissed away·so she could get her feed.
I was asleep on the couch with my three-year-old son on my chest
when I got the call fromAndrea's boss. She was dancing when her heart gave
out. She collapsed on the stage, and couldn't be reVived.
I had to work the next day, so I dropped Andrew off at my mother's
house. My mother told me she would drop him off at around six, giVing me
an hour to myself after work. It was the first time I had been alone since I
got the phone call from Andrea's boss.
I turned on the teleVision. Chloe was on HBO. performing a small
role in some production of "The Nutcracker." I watched her move. and all I
could think ofwas Andrea playing the same part seven years ago, when we
all were stUl in high school.
Mom dropped off Andrew around 6:30. We stood in the liVing room
and talked. while Andrew scampered off to Andrea's bedroom. He came out
looking a bit confused. He went into the bathroom. and the kitchen, and the
pantry. and in my room.
Then he walked over to where Mom and I were standing. tugged on
my pant leg, and said, "Where's Mommy?"
Chris ZammareUt
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NIn1Iatlon Protection"

On camera the American priest
Tells of how
One-third of all Rio's children
"have wonns."
"They eat dirt; they live in dirt.
Their brains are shrinking
Before 7-they hardly remember
anything."
"And God only knows
How they raise 6 children
On $30. a month
lY!:. couldn't do It; 1couldn't
But God only knows
How~dolt."

While on top of the h1lls
The brokers are smiling:
Brazilian stocks
Are sound investments
these days
The men in white shirts are smiling.
"Inflation protection
They sell: insurance
Against being "wiped oue
Under the mud
Carrying the cardboard shacks
beneath themWhile the helicopters
CruIse for "bandits" who dare
Steal an apple or more
From quIet, suburban neighborhoods.
GailZwim
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